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ABSTRACT 

A MODEL FOR EVALUATION OF USER TRUST 

TO CLOUD SERVICE PROVIDERS 

İnceler, Deniz Koray 

M.S., Software Engineering Department 

Supervisor: Asst. Prof. Dr. Atila Bostan 

Co-Supervisor: Asst. Prof. Dr. Çiğdem Turhan 

April 2017, 86 pages 

 

This thesis reviews the trust on the cloud computing environment from the viewpoint 

of cloud service users by developing a multiview metric to evaluate diverse cloud 

service providers. 

The approaches to user trust concept are studied to show that evaluation of trust 

necessitates both technical and non-technical approaches that need to be assessed 

together to obtain an all-in exclusive solution. Trust has been studied in six different 

domain approaches to fulfill the requirements of cloud users. The motivation in this 

study is to develop a trust-scale that consists of metrics which are based on observable 

facts. Such a trust-scale is expected to help cloud users in their trust evaluation of 

different cloud service providers. 

Ultimately, the trust-scale is formed with its metrics and subparts and fine-tuned by 

using the survey data as to map the expert point of view. The proposed evaluation 

methodology and scale helps cloud users in their trust assessment of diverse cloud 

service providers using observable and quantifiable metrics. 
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As a result, the accuracy tests of the metric that is developed in this study resulted as 

%95 accurate with the expert point-of-view. This accuracy test result points out that 

the trust scale is capable to evaluate trust at a sufficient level of trust. 

Keywords: Cloud, user trust, service-to-service trust, trust model 
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ÖZ 

 

BULUT SERVİS SAĞLAYICILARININ DEĞERLENDİRİLMESİ 

İÇİN KULLANICI GÜVEN MODELİ 

İnceler, Deniz Koray 

Yüksek Lisans, Yazılım Mühendisliği Bölümü 

Tez Yöneticisi: Yrd. Doç. Dr. Atila Bostan 

Ortak Tez Yöneticisi: Yrd. Doç. Dr. Çiğdem Turhan 

Nisan 2017, 86 sayfa 

    

Bu tezde, bulut hizmet servisleri ve dağıtım modelleriyle çeşitli bulut servis 

sağlayıcılarının güven değerlendirmesi metrik geliştirmeye dalayalı olarak bulut 

bilişim ortamına olan güvenin bulut kullanıcıları açısından incelenmektedir. 

Bu tezde sunulan çözüm, güvenin değerlendirilmesinin hem teknik hem de teknik 

olmayan yaklaşımların birlikte işlev görmesi gerektiğini göstermek için her iki 

yaklaşımı da kapsayan yeni çözüm yaklaşımını değerlendirmektedir. 

Sonuç olarak, ölçek metrikleri ve alt bölümleri oluşturulmuş ve güvenin uzman bakış 

açısına yaklaşmak için anket verilerini temel alarak ince ayarlamalar ve düzenlemeler 

uygulanmıştır. Bu yöntem, ölçeğin metriklerini kullanarak bulut servis sağlayıcılarının 

güvenilirliğini değerlendirmektedir. 

Bu çalışma sonucunda geliştirilen metriğin güvenirlik testlerinde sonuç %95 olarak 

tespit edilmiştir. Bu güvenirlik test sonuçları, ölçeğin güven değerlendirmesinde 

yeterli güven seviyesinde kullanılabileceğine işaret etmektedir. 

Anahtar Kelimeler: Bulut, güven, servis-ten-servise güven, güven modeli 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

In this chapter, the scope of the thesis, statement of the problem and thesis outline is presented. 

1.1 Thesis Scope  

The amount of data generated is considerably increasing in each day, especially in the era where 

the information technologies are vastly used. Novel technologies are developed to cope with 

these data in terms of managing, processing, distributing and storing. New methods have been 

developed to handle these needs and cloud computing technologies may help to mitigate the 

problems as well. As it is widely accepted, the critical requirement in proliferation of cloud 

services is the user-trust. [1]. Since, trust is a contextual and subjective statement, it is a 

challenging problem to select a credible Cloud Service Provider (CSP) [2].  In this study, we 

investigated the user trust problem in cloud computing by developing a trust evaluation scale 

for cloud computing services with the help of the evidences in the literature. Additionally, a 

survey approach is adopted to gather empirical expert opinion about the trustworthiness of 

different CSPs, the essential properties of the CSPs. 

The problem of the study and the survey details are described in the following parts of the 

thesis. Methodology followed in this thesis is given in Chapter-III. The findings and the 

discussion are presented in chapter-IV and chapter-VI respectively. 

1.2 Statement of the Problem  

Protection of data from unauthorized access is crucial among other data security problems. 

Along with the utilization of the devices that we use in daily basis and carry with us everywhere 

we go, the data shared and stored by clients have become substantial and can easily be used to 

harm us.  
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Adoption of cloud is reluctant to corporations because of its privacy, security and trust matters. 

Trust is a significant stand-point in cloud computing. Service providers should provide a certain 

levels of assurance and security to put down the fact that their services are reliable [3]. 

This study proposes an evaluation method for user-trust to cloud service providers with line of 

sight of cloud users to understand how trust can be evaluated. To the best of our knowledge, 

there are a few existing studies in the literature which particularly focus on user-trust to cloud 

computing service environments. 

The goal of this study is: 

In order to enable the comparison of user trust to cloud services, it is aimed to develop a metric 

and trust evaluation methodology. 

By pointing out the goal above, this study will address the accompanying inquiries which needs 

to be responded in due order regarding better comprehension of the trust issue within the cloud 

computing domain. According to the survey conducted on more than 3000 CUs from 6 

countries, %88 of the cloud users have concerns about their data on cloud environment [4]. 

To be able to evaluate these user drawbacks and to have a comparable user-trust measurement 

scale between service providers, an evaluation method is needed to be developed. The question 

below is defined as research a question to achieve this stated goal. 

The following question will be addressed: 

- What are the possible metrics to evaluate the trust issue on cloud computing? 

1.3 Thesis Outline  

This thesis has been organized as follows: 

In Chapter I, the source of the problem and study purpose is explained. With these research 

objectives, the scope of the thesis is determined and the detailed outline is depicted via the body 

of the thesis which is binded within the particular scope. 

Chapter II provides background information and literature survey which includes information 

and solution approaches about cloud computing and trust on cloud environment. Most of the 

definitions and terms that are used in this thesis are included in this chapter of the thesis. 
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Additionally, the existing research done and related work and limitations during the research 

are included. 

Chapter III states the methodology used in this research. The metrics of the scale is given in 

this chapter. 

Chapter IV consists of the trust evaluation scale. The scale, its weights for different viewpoints 

and guidance are given in this chapter. 

Chapter V states the evaluation of the survey results and fine-tune of the scale. The details of 

the survey that is prepared and conducted for this study is given in this section. 

Chapter VI is dedicated to the discussion about the similar works and methodologies that 

previously carried out in the same field. 

Chapter VII provides the conclusion to summarize the thesis and a discussion is held for the 

future research. 
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 CHAPTER II 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION AND RELATED WORK 

 

In this chapter, definitions and related work on the topic area are given. 

2.1 Some Definitions  

2.1.1 Cloud Computing Concept 

In literature there are various definitions of cloud computing. For example: 

“A large pool of easily usable and accessible virtualized resources (such as hardware, 

development platforms and/or services). These resources can be dynamically reconfigured to 

adjust to a variable load (scale), allowing also for an optimum resource utilization. This pool of 

sources is typically exploited by a pay-per-use model in which guarantees are offered by the 

Infrastructure Provider by means of customized SLAs” [5]. 

“Cloud computing is a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access 

to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, 

applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal 

management effort or service provider interaction. This cloud model is composed of five 

essential characteristics, three service models, and four deployment models” [6]. 

“The cloud itself is a set of hardware, networks, storage, services, and interfaces that enable the 

delivery of computing as a service” [7]. 

“Applications and services those run on a distributed network using virtualized resources and 

accessed by common Internet protocols and networking standards” [8].  

Fundamentally, providing assets and/or resources as a service and acquiring benefit from it lies 

behind these definitions. In this manner, distributed computing is a business worldview and 

additionally innovative worldview. 
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The cloud computing obtains vantage from virtualization. By creating an abstraction layer, 

virtualization hides the complexity of the hardware, software, infrastructure of the underlying 

systems and presents the host system an abstracted environment such as network virtualization 

that applies this between the server side and client side which might be in some other region or 

zip code than the work area. 

At the base of the cloud computing physical infrastructure takes place. Cloud computing utilizes 

the strength of virtualization innovations in the virtual layer to virtualize frameworks by pooling 

the underlying layers. At the end of the day, the physical resource layers are presented as 

"virtual" sources by cloud computing. 

 There are some essential characteristics of cloud computing which need to be mentioned. The 

relationship and the sequence of these cloud computing characteristics are shown in the Figure 

1 and listed below [6]. 

- On-demand self-service 

- Broad network access 

- Resource Pooling 

- Rapid Elasticity 

- Measured Service 

 

 

Figure 1 - Cloud Computing Characteristics [6] 
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Brief explanations on the cloud computing characteristic are given below: 

On-demand Self-Service: The cloud user (CU) can provision cloud services (CS) automatically 

as needed without requiring any interaction with the cloud service providers (CSPs). 

Broad Network Access: Because of the nature of cloud computing, the services are provided 

via a network. 

Resource Pooling: Different physical and virtual computing resources of providers pooled to 

serve multiple users. 

Rapid Elasticity: By the demand of the CU, the capabilities of the resources served by providers 

can be elastically provisioned and released. 

Measured Services: The resources are controlled and optimized by the cloud computing 

systems by manner of pay-per-use or charge-per-use basis. 

There are two layers that cloud computing architecture is to be examined; the resources and the 

service layers [9]. Two resource layers are as follows: 

- Physical Resource Layers 

- Virtual Resource Layer 

Physical Resource Layer: The physical infrastructure of the CSP that the virtualized cloud 

computing environments is set up. 

Virtual Resource Layer: The virtual environment that served to CUs over pooled physical 

infrastructure of providers. 

Cloud computing Architecture is available in three different service models defined by NIST 

(National institute of Standards and Technology, U.S. Department of Commerce) [6]: 

- Software as a Service (SaaS) 

- Platform as a Service (PaaS) 

- Infrastructure as a Service(IaaS) 
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SaaS: The CU is free of any worries and hassles related to the service [10]. The Service Provider 

has high managerial control on the application and is in charge of security, development, 

deployment and maintenance. This service model is a total software delivery model. CUs are 

only responsible for their data and its management. The CSU practices the service over the 

application, for instance, online mail services and CRMs. 

PaaS: The whole life-cycle can be provided to Cu in terms of VM, Operating System, 

frameworks and software by CSP by means of deploying onto the cloud environment. The CU 

does not manage the cloud infrastructure but has the control over the applications, 

configurations of the platform environment. 

IaaS: Cloud users can lease virtual computing units, virtual storage, and virtual network 

infrastructures, whole virtual machines; any component that CUs need to outsource to fulfill 

the needs. In this service model, CSP is responsible for the management of the infrastructure 

but the CU has also some responsibilities such as OS, applications and system management. 

Cloud Computing Architecture as mentioned in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2 - Cloud Computing Architecture 
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Cloud computing architecture is examined in two layers, available in three service models and 

CSs are also classified by means of deployments models [6]. The three deployment model of 

cloud computing are: 

Private cloud: These types of cloud deployments are provisioned for the exclusive use of single 

community that has multiple CUs. 

Community cloud: The cloud infrastructure is deployed for the use of specific community CUs 

whom have common relevance. 

Public cloud: This type of cloud is provisioned for openly usage of public CUs. This 

infrastructure may be free of charge to use or may be deployed for lease to CUs. 

Hybrid cloud: This type of cloud is the composition model of private, community or public 

cloud. 

2.1.2 Trust Paradigm 

There is a connection among cloud service providers (CSP) and cloud users (CU) once the 

users need some variety of service from the cloud. Trust may be an important issue here and 

happens to be in each different relationship kind. Client wants to “constitute trust” within 

the cloud but, a result of varied services in cloud computing environment, constituting 

trust isn't a straightforward task. Thus distinguishing the trust and trust types area 

unit sensible beginning points to know the unseen part of the trust. 

A trust definition by Huang and Nicol [11] is “Trust is a mental state comprising:  

a. expectancy – the trustor expects a specific behavior from the trustee (such as providing valid 

information or effectively performing cooperative actions); 

b. belief – the trustor believes that the expected behavior occurs, based on the evidence of the 

trustee’s competence, integrity, and goodwill; 

c. willingness to take risk – the trustor is willing to take risk for that belief”. 

The definition of trust in [12][13][14] is stated as “Generally, an entity can be said to ‘trust’ a 

second entity when the first entity makes the assumption that the second entity will behave 

exactly as the first entity expects”. 
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Gambetta [15] stated that “Trust (or, antonym, distrust) is a particular level of the subjective 

probability with which an agent assesses that another agent or group of agents will perform a 

particular action, both before he can monitor such action (or independently or his capacity ever 

be able to monitor it) and in a context in which it affects his own action” 

Trust relations include two diverse sort of elements which are trustor and trustee. If there should 

arise an occurrence of cloud computing, trustee can be characterized as the supplier of required 

administrations and trustor can be accepted as the client of these administrations given by the 

trustee. Past associations amongst trustor and trustee are utilized for trust foundation. 

In addition to these, trust is partitioned into two sections: direct trust and recommended trust 

[12] [16] [17] [18]. They vary in view of the cooperation sort; if trustor and trustee have an 

immediate relationship that they two can have the capacity to build their own particular 

experience, it is called direct trust. Otherwise they have to assemble their relationship by means 

of some outsider, in which the trust relationship is built up by another substance's proposal that 

is called recommended trust. 

Trust properties were presented by Abassi, El Fatmi [13], and Guo et al. [19] are utilized to get 

models [12] for the administration of trust that are; asymmetry, reflexivity, context dependence, 

scalability, partial transitivity, subjective. 

The trust evaluation models are divided in three classes, according to the Huang and Nicol 

“Each individual in a society has to place trust in some basic parts of the society” [20]; policy 

based, evidence based and reputation based models. By taking it as basis, the societal trust can 

be supposedly counted as ground of trust models. 

Reputation trust: reputational based trust places confidence in measurement reputation to gauge 

the trust [12], as a result of reputation of associate degree entity presents joint opinion of a 

community towards that entity [20]. Reputation based trust mostly evaluates familial from e-

commercial, P2P networks, and are instantly endorsed to cloud. Usually, high reputation such 

as high trust level that could be a judgmental issue on a trustee in these sorts of systems. One 

major gap of those systems is the general opinion representing an accumulative approach 

towards a service which might be reflected to the opposite services of the service cloud service 

provider. Perhaps a CSP has low trust level; however in one or more services it should be higher 

than a CSP that features a high trust level.  
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Huang and Nicol [20] expressed that Cloud Trust Authority (CTA), as a CS, gives one reason 

to arranging and overseeing security of cloud administrations from different providers. 

Essentially, the CTA might be a particular instrument on cloud put CTM.  

Another CTM class is policy based trust: PKI innovation is a decent case for utilizing formal 

trust instruments to bolster digital signature, key confirmation and validation. As Huang and 

Nicol expressed [20] "trust in a certification authority (CA) with respect to issuing and 

maintaining valid public key certificates is based on the CA’s conformance with certain 

certificate policies. Certificate policies play a central role in PKI trust. We call this trust 

mechanism as policy based trust."  

Evidence based trust: In this CTM class, conviction of the trustor depends on the confirmation 

about traits of trustee, for example, competency, goodwill, and respectability.  

Huang and Nicol [20] expressed the bond among policy based trust and evidence based trust 

as:  

“The belief that an entity conforms to a trusted policy implies the belief that the entity has a set 

of attributes associated with that policy.”  

The final subject about the evidence based trust is the source of attributes which are necessary 

for the inspection of a robust trust management. Cloud attributes are gathered by the Huang and 

Nicol’s [20] study and are listed below: 

- Certification: Standards, guarantees might be used to certification of attribute such as 

ISO, COBIT. 

- Cloud Brokers: CS feedbacks and performance monitoring from peer CU. 

- CU Observation: As user direct interaction with the CS, but the downside is that the 

gathered information is directly limited to the usage of the CS. 

- Opinions: Other CU’s opinions are important source for trust because comparing to 

observation the direct interaction is limited. 

- Assessment of CA: independence of assessment 

- The approach based on social networks: The opinion of the trusted friends combined 

with the personal trust. 

- Reputational approach: Service ratings based approach. 
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CA “Accreditation focuses on the qualification of the accredited entity with respect to 

conducting a specific type of professional services; audit focuses on assessing the performance 

of the audited entity with respect to the common requirements of a society and/or the 

professional standards of a professional community.” [20]   

Indeed, the trust that is formalized needs to be justified. Notwithstanding, this is not a simple 

assignment particularly considering the abilities of CUs. Huang and Nicol [20] stated the tips 

of judgment with respect to different actor of cloud computing environment CCE, shown in 

Figures 3 to 6. 

 

 

Figure 3 - Evidence and chains for trust judgment on a cloud auditor [11] 

 

 

 

Figure 4 - Evidence and chains for trust judgment on a cloud broker [11] 
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Figure 5 - Evidence and chains for trust judgment on a cloud service provider [11] 

 

 

Figure 6 - Evidence and chains for trust judgment on a cloud service [11] 
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2.2 Research Limitation 

Even though the survey research has achieved its aim which is gathering a background 

information about the trusted CSP according to expert from the field and to let us to fine-tune 

the scale results, there happens to be some inevitable limitations to obtain closer results to the 

expert opinions and to determine the importance of the main domains that the scale evaluates 

on CSPs and the must have properties of the CSPs. These limitations are: 

- Mostly people that we intended to conduct the survey are reluctant to contribute in  an 

academic survey, even though the survey have been conducted mostly face-to-face by 

directly asking questions to participants, so little number of cloud computing related 

experts have responded to our emails, calls or requests. 

- There are a few studies in the literature that are related to our trust evaluation scale 

research in cloud computing environment. 

- Entering the information gathered from the survey study to a statistical tool, taking in 

the device for itemized examination with suitable measurable test strategies, and 

decipher measurable outcomes present a difficulty as a result of additional learning 

which is required from another main profession. 

- Determining an approach for classification of questionnaire was a challenging task to 

overcome because of different methods. 

- Reaching and gathering as many experts as possible who have significant level of 

knowledge and background in the related subjects is a hard task to accomplish. On 

account of this, we attended conferences organized in Turkey and visited corporations 

as much as possible. 

- There are many restrictions to reach out to IT professionals and get access to the 

corporations in terms time, permission, and authority. 

- Finding an adequate number of companies that employ experienced personnel who 

adopted cloud computing and are using cloud services extensively is challenging. 
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2.3 Related Work 

According to a research paper by Raj et al. [21] that is derived from the cloud computing centers 

around skills and boundaries, security policy, cost and ROI, performance, uptime, technological 

immaturity, switching cost, regulatory integration through the headings mentioned above and 

trustworthiness calculation explained as transparency, performance customer support, SLA, 

portability, policy compliance, access control and authentication, privacy used to show trust on 

cloud environment.  

Trust = Faith Expectancy Disk / Inconsistency X checkinline 

 

Zissis et al. [22] stated that security is going to be created by providing conservation to a trusted 

third party, which is based on algorithmic perspective acquired from security of the cloud 

computing. 

Takabi et al. [23] emphasized that the original problems caused due to the CCE worsen security 

and CIA difficulties over cloud environments. Plentiful solutions to overcome the mentioned 

complications were argued. The future work, which is essential for a trustworthy cloud 

environment, has come into being as a result of this research.  

Tian et al. [24], [25] claimed that the fundamental factor for the node behavior of evaluation 

trust and evaluation plan in the cloud computing environment. With the help of the main point 

of the evaluation, the trustworthiness of the evaluation obtained from node behavior was created 

by providing the sliding window. After that, a different sort of the evaluation of the mechanism 

which was achieved by node behavior trust obtained from sliding windows model was offered. 

Jiang et al. [26] presented an original credible trust model for the systems that are suitable for 

the openly distributed. The novelty of time proficiency criteria evaluation function and the 

change in D-S combination rules derived from an advance D-S proof theory created the model 

that was mentioned above. To prevent intrusions against the malignant behaviors of the system, 

the newly emerged evidential model is quite appropriate.  

Singh et al. [27] asserted a mechanism based on trust evaluation that estimates the numerical 

value of trust acquired from SP by regarding the backgrounds of CUs via service providers 

(consisting of the complete previous relations with CSP), response from friends (friends 

estimate trust by taking their past relations into consideration through SP), Recommendation of 

third parties (including the level of acknowledgement obtained from services presented and 
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accepted for service level agreement). The model has been examined and presented with the 

submission of diverse values of factors to miscellaneous ranges of trust.  

Wua et al. [28] asserted a model derived from direct trust which has emerged from the various 

accepted connections in evidence information. The accepted direct connection that is situated 

between service provider and users is created. Through other connections linked to the service 

provider, the proposed recommendation acknowledgement estimates the recommendation. By 

taking D-S evidence model into consideration, the points of trust are calculated. With Netlogo, 

analogy researches can be used. 

By using cloud benchmark service as an initial entity, the observed outcomes are calculated and 

presented in Qu and Buyya's [29] trust model. Customers can define their own complicated 

choice via oral words by different parts including recommender model such web interface. 

In the model defined by Sidhu et al. [5] trust is calculated in the light of two points; monitoring 

service is firstly used for the user end to control the suitable connection of the Service Provider 

with SLA. Then a report for convenience of two parameters mentioned above is emerged. The 

last trust value is acquired from similar report types offered by equal phrases. 

The assessment of trust for results is also created as a model by Raghebi et al. [30]. In this 

model, the analogy emerged from the same service used by two users is presented. The weight 

of outcomes are analogized with these two mentioned above by evaluating the friend through 

all systems. These two components are used to calculate the trust. To create an analog study, 

researchers studied actual trust dataset opinions value. 

A model examined by Wang et al. [31] offered a control for the connection of customers' values 

and a study for collusive customers and disconnected customers among the majority of 

customers. After that, the collusive and disconnected customers are eliminated and their values 

are seen as inefficient for trust calculation. Besides, this analogy mentioned above offers a 

multi-faceted reputation evaluation study which estimates cloud service reputation from a great 

number of angles with various eigen values. 

Li et al. [32] presents eigen value derived from trust management plan consist of SLA guarantee 

and a suitable simulation to evaluate multi-dimensional eigen value. In the terms of multi-trusts 

values, cloud trust analog is defined by calculating different cloud service providers. Instead of 

values attributed independently, a hard set analogy is emerged through the former are 
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mentioned above which can be used for exploration of trust knowledge. The model includes 

three components: the trust management, the SLA management and the resource management. 

Li et al. [33] offered a domain-based trust evaluation theory. In the equal trust domain the equity 

capitals from the same provider are going to be achieved. Every domain is related to a trust 

agent. All clients include or carry on a user trust table. Also, agents cover and contrive a trust 

table. A kind of cloud service is offered by trust acknowledgement with cross cloud periphery 

the analog can be applied by proposing trust suggestion. 

Kanwal et al. [34] offered an evaluation measure that enables the multiplication to choose the 

appropriate trust model to be utilized. It provides users to estimate advantages and drawbacks 

of trust models. Calculation is emerged from different components e.g. data integrity, data 

control and ownership complication analog, determination of untrusted components, process 

execution check, quality of services eigen values and active trust update and storing. 

Habib et al. [35] presented a structure to assess and check the security cloud service providers. 

Hence it helps CUs to settle on a reliable specialized organization. It maps CAIQ-based security 

checks to trust features and offers scientific categorization of those properties discernible of 

their linguistics and distinguishes various specialists that approbate of the properties. The 

structure depends on the concept of cross breed trust that could be a mix of onerous and soft 

trust and hard trust. Onerous trust is achieved from service level agreements approval although 

soft trust is achieved from past involvement. 

A problem is stated by Fan et al. [36] that multi-cloud environment trust management 

predicated on a group of TSPs. These are free mediator trust specialists which are trusted by 

community. These play out the undertaking of trust assessment. Trust Service Providers are 

conveyed over the cloud environments, and they assess trust on the premise of confirmative 

data. This confirmation is data with respect to the adherence of a cloud service provider to a 

SLA for a cloud Service and the criticism sent by cloud service users. Utilizing this data, they 

assess a target trust and a subjective trust of cloud service providers. Trust service providers 

make contact with each other through a trust spread system that allows a Trust SP to get trust 

data about a cloud service provider from different Trust SP. 

The trust evaluation methodology studied in this thesis evaluated trust on cloud computing from 

six main domains and their subdomains. The evaluation methodology gives results of assessed 
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CSP’s evaluation mark. This methodology gives CUs the chance to consider or analyze the trust 

by assigning priorities according to CU’s needs. The full model is explained in detail in the 

related chapter. 
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 CHAPTER III 

METHODOLOGY 

 

In this chapter, the research methodology is examined. 

3.1 Research Method  

On basis of the research question which is “What are the possible metrics to evaluate the trust 

issue on cloud computing?” what would be the possible components, metrics and coefficients 

are estimated. Quantifiable, controllable and observable influencing factors for trust on cloud 

computing considered. These parameters with no hierarchy are shown in the following Table 

1. 

Table 1 - The Metrics 

Sustainability Checks Live Help support Offered Guest OSs 

Incident declaration and 

response times with 

evidences 

Call Support Network type 

(Virtual/Physical) 

Specialized Expert 

Support 

SMS Support Other Virtual Environment 

(Firewall/Switches…) 

7/24 monitoring E-Mail Support IaaS 

Observation by 

customer/by cloud service 

provider 

Diversity (variety) of 

Customers 

PaaS 

Claimed Services Corporates as Users SaaS 

Log Keeping Individuals as Users Packaged Software 

Policy Violations/Attempts Governments as Users Changes Made 

Security Attack reporting Ease of Information 

Access 

Changes Requested not 

Made 

Malware/Virus 

Elimination 

Geographic Location 

Information 

Indicators (related to 

change) 

Log-in/Log-out log 

keeping 

Platform Separation Configuration Standards 
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Table 1 (cont.) 

Announced Events & 

Audits 

Process Separation Geographic 

Lists Of Service 

Information 

Storage Encryption Process And Platform 

Anchoring 

Users Permission And 

Authorization 

Management. 

Storage Duplication Statistics Collected 

(Logged) From 

Services/Apps 

Vulnerabilities 

Reported/Detected 

Backup Quotas 

Publication/Reporting Of 

Security Test/Scan Results 

Computing Options Bandwidth/Users Ratio 

Dates (Frequency) Of 

Security Tests 

Hardware Disc Space/Bandwidth 

Ratio 

Report Of Self-

Assessment Results 

Software Bandwidth/Usage 

Frequency Ratio 

Publication/Reporting Of 

Security Policies 

Infrastructure 

Evolvement(Improvement) 

Claimed Services 

&Guarantees 

Declaration Of User Types Implemented 

Infrastructure 

Technologies 

Available Capabilities 

Service Permission & 

Provisioning 

Clarification Of Hardware-

Software-Virtualization 

Offered Configurations 

De-Provisioning Of 

Sources 

Offered Support Types Offered Specifications 

ISO-Cobit Existence Outsourced Services Flexibility 

Alerts Of Services In-House Services Clarified Locations 

Events Of Services Outsource-Inhouse 

Services (Partial) 

Control Services 

Thresholds Of Services Specialized Expert 

Support 

Security Options 

Configuration Offers 7/24 Monitoring Of 

Services 

Privacy Options 

Services Offered Service Monitoring By 

Customer/By Cloud 

Service Provider 

Control Options 

Options Offered Client Information 

Kept/Stored In-House 

SLA Check 

Capability And 

Configurations 

Client Information 

Kept/Stored Outsource 

EULA Check 

Offered Support 

Mechanisms 

Business Climate Reforms Existing Practices 

Native Language Support Service Configuration 

Offers 

Existing Certifications 

FAQ Hypervisors 
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We assessed that the parameters mentioned in the table were related to trust. To better measure 

the effect of these parameters on trust, it is fairly divided to the view points in the scale. For 

instance; the scale includes a metric called “Statistics collected (logged) from services/apps”. 

The coefficient of Statistics collected (logged) from services/apps is not identical for different 

points of view. In the conformation domain, the mentioned metric has different coefficients for 

different point-of-views such as reliability, interoperability and reputation (See the following 

table 2). 

Table 2  - Metric Coefficient example 

 
Reliability Interoperability Reputation 

Statistics collected (logged) 

from services/apps 

0.1 0.4 0.25 

 

The scale is developed to have a multi-view approach. We designed the scale so that it could 

produce different perspectives. The scale is capable to evaluate trust from seven different 

viewpoints. These viewpoints are “Governance”, “Security”, “Reputation”, “Reliability”, 

Interoperability”, “Conformation” and “Equipollent” (Equal weighted version of all 

domains). We determined domains that take places in the scale located under each viewpoints. 

These domains are used in the scale to gather aforementioned view point results. The domains 

consist of the mentioned metrics (see table 1) that are used to calculate the trust of cloud service 

providers.  Initial coefficients are determined with the advisors and an expert group. Guidance 

was provided for the implementation of the evaluation (See Guidance).  

A multi participant survey was conducted to test the validity of the coefficients and to receive 

expert opinions. The survey is conducted over 300 contributors and nearly one third of the 

surveys are excluded. The survey is conducted with the participation of experts in conferences, 

small, medium and large sized firms. This survey results are randomly divided into two parts. 

The first part of the survey is used for fine-tuning the initial coefficients of the scale, in order 

to get closer results to the expert opinions. Second part of the surveys is used as verification 

data. It is observed that the evaluation results are relatively close to the expert results. This 

difference was analyzed and used for verification of the trust scale. To ensure the validity of 

the calculation, fine-tuned scale results are compared with the second part of the survey. 
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3.2 Survey 

To be able to acquire the current status of the trust levels in the cloud computing environment 

to serve a background and to pave a path to fine-tune the results a survey is conducted. The 

survey is carried out for the scale to accomplish a closer result to the expert opinions, a literature 

survey for examined studies which have been applied in non-technical space on evaluation of 

the trust on cloud environment. 

The aim of conducting this questionnaire is to gather expert opinions about the trust levels and 

trustworthiness of the Cloud Service Providers. So the target audience consists of experts in the 

cloud computing environment. The survey is conducted on; enterprise corporation level 

professionals mostly face-to-face, in the conferences mostly distributing the survey. Also the 

survey is conducted on some number of medium and small sized companies. 

The utilizable amount of surveys is separated into two parts randomly without any 

discrimination. One part is used for the initial tuning of the weighting coefficient of the 

evaluation scale and the remaining part of the survey is applied for the fine-tuning of the scale. 

After the survey examined, coefficient Weights of the evaluation scale are tuned. 

A multi-view approach is adopted in this research. The methodology developed has six main 

domains. These domains are: 

- Governance (will be referred as D-1) 

- Security (will be referred as D-2) 

- Reputation (will be referred as D-3) 

- Reliability (will be referred as D-4) 

- Interoperability (will be referred as D-5) 

- Conformation (will be referred as D-6) 

These domains are the main evaluation criterions but also put in an appearance as a multi-view 

dimension. What that means is the scale gives an overall evaluation result but can also give a 

dimension based evaluation result based on the CU needs.  

This multi-view approach is embraced because the market needs and CU needs are different 

with the trust point of view. By adopting this view model, the scale will be able to answer 
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different types of needs with respect to the CU stand point and constitutes a more user centric 

result. 

To be able to achieve an evaluation method, a survey is conducted in a non-technical aspect. 

No technical questions are addressed to the survey participants. Additionally, in the survey, 

question-answer approach is adopted for data collection for this study. 

The survey’s research questions are produced as Weights of the scale; three sets of questions 

are placed as: 

- Question Set A: A certain number of commercial cloud service providers and widely 

used end-user targeted cloud service providers are listed in the questionnaire. The 

participants are asked to sort the most trusted and the least trusted CSP’s by listing in 

order of priority. 

- Question Set B: Firstly, the participants are given six of the developed trust domains of 

the evaluation method that are D-1, D-2, D-3, D-4, D-5, D-6, and asked to prioritize 

them by giving the most important domain 1 and the least important domain, 6. 

Secondly, participants were asked to write down must have features of a cloud service, 

for example, crypto, backup, XaaS, location, appliances etc. 

- Question Set C: In this set, participants are asked to write down the reason why they 

chose to write the most and least trusted CSPs in the question set A.  
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 CHAPTER IV 

TRUST EVALUATION SCALE 

 

The developed trust scale consists of four main parts. These parts are;  

- The domains (including sub-parts) 

- Value 

- Weighting coefficient (weights)  

Combination of the first three parts gives us the enhanced scale of trust all together.  

There is a hierarchy in the parts of the scale. The top classification part is the Domain. Domains 

are the dominant main parts. The domains consist of Subdomains and Titles. Subdomains and 

titles takes place under domains. The subdomains and titles may or may not include options, 

such as titles under a subdomain and subtitles under a title.  

 

Figure 7 - Hierarchy of the Scale Elements 

The working principle is based on mathematics itself. The domains are the points to evaluate. 

The mentioned subdomains, titles and subtitles are the metrics, listed in the Tables 1, 6 and 7. 

The value is the scoring key which is based on the evaluated cloud service provider’s 

performance. The weighting coefficient is the significance level of the domain/sub-domain. 

After the math (multiplication and division) operations, the scale gives us the result.  To be able 

Domains

Subdomain TitleSD Subtitle

TitleD Subtitle
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to understand the operating mechanism of the trust scale we need to embrace each of the 

aforementioned parts, individually.  

4.1 Domains 

To begin with, first the base part comes which are the domains. Domains part is the essential 

part to identify the trust evaluation vertexes. It is because of its nature, trust is an idiopathic 

concept that changes from person by person. To tackle this diversity, the most common trust 

points are handled on this evaluation scale and these vertex points are named as domains of 

trust. There are six main domains that will be handled on this evaluation scale which are 

“Governance”, “Security”, “Reputation”, “Reliability”, “Interoperability” and “Adaptability”. 

The notation of domains has been shown in Table 3. 

Table 3 - Domain Notation 

Governance D-1 

Security D-2 

Reputation D-3 

Reliability D-4 

Interoperability D-5 

Adaptability D-6 

 

These main domains are the vertexes of the scale.  

4.2 Subdomains, Titles and Subtitles 

The mentioned domains need to have sub-domains to evaluate and these sub domains can have 

their own options. The subdomain notation is seen in Table 4. 

Table 4 - List of Subdomains and Subdomain Notation 

Sustainability SD-1 

Logs SD-2 

Lists SD-3 

Vulnerability SD-4 

Policies SD-5 

Alerts SD-6 
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Table 4 (cont.) 

Configuration Offers SD-7 

Support mechanisms SD-8 

Providing information SD-9 

Services SD-10 

Configuration Offers SD-11 

Claimed Services &Guarantees SD-12 

Incident declaration and response 

times with evidences 

SD-13 

Providing Informative Data SD-14 

 

The basics to be told are; 

The Services: In this part, the offered services will be evaluated. There are 4 pre-

determined/defined criterions which are listed as IaaS, PaaS, SaaS and Packaged Software. The 

evaluation range is between ‘0 to 10’ for each criterion in this section. In this case whether the 

service provider has one of them, all of them, or none of them is evaluated.  

Identifying Service Owners: The identification of the customers will be evaluated in this section. 

There are three predefined criterion ‘Corporates, Individuals and Governments’. In this case 

whether the service provider has one of them, all of them or none of them will be evaluated. 

The scoring differs on both having one or more criteria and the quantity of the customers from 

each type will be taken into consideration.  

Support Mechanisms: There are three main titles and three subtitles in this section. The 

customer support mechanisms will be evaluated in this section to see whether the firm/corporate 

offers ‘Native Language Support, FAQ, Live Help (under live help; Call Support, Message 

Support on web, Mail Support)’ to its customers. If the service provider has one of them, all of 

them, or none of them will be evaluated.  

Configuration Standards: There are three titles in this section. ‘Geographic, Process and 

Platform Anchoring and Quotas’. Under the Geographic part, the firm/corporate offer its 

customers for their services run on which continents or countries?, whether it offers anchoring 

mechanisms or quotas?. The answers to this question will be evaluated. Whether the service 
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provider has one of them all of them or none of them will be evaluated. The scoring differs on 

both having one or more criteria.  

Alerts: There are two main and total of six sub titles in this section to see whether the firm offers 

alerts and/or thresholds of confidentiality, integrity and availability (these three sub titles 

applies on both alerts and thresholds). In this case, if the service provider has one of them, all 

of them or none of them will be evaluated. The scoring differs on both having one or more 

criteria.  

Policies: Does the firm apply policies? There are three titles which are declaration of user types, 

permission – provisioning and de-provisioning of the sources. In this case if the service provider 

has one of them, all of them or none of them will be evaluated.  

Logs: There are six main titles and two subtitles in this section. The scoring will be on having 

the logs or not. N/A will also be taking into consideration. Titles are ‘the policy 

violations/attempts (under this title, the attacks and malware and virus elimination subtitles also 

apply), login/out logs, events/audits, changes made, changes requested not made and indicators 

that changes are needed. In this case, if the service provider has one of them, all of them or none 

of them will be evaluated. Also the storing time and access right will be taken into 

consideration. The scoring differs on both having one or more criteria.  

Lists: Two main titles and three subtitles apply here; user lists and statistics collected (logged) 

from services/apps (bandwidth-users ratio, disc capacity-bandwidth ratio, bandwidth-usage 

frequency ratio, computing capacity-user ratio applies under this title). In this case, if the service 

provider has one of them, all of them or none of them will be evaluated. The scoring differs on 

both having one or more criteria.  

Incident declaration and response times with evidences:  The response times and declarations 

to incidents will be evaluated in this section. The scoring will be made in terms of minutes (1, 

5, 15, 30 and 60 seconds). These times apply on both response and declaration of incidents.  

Services: There are two main titles and three subtitles. In this section, the Services will be 

evaluated in terms of Outsourced services, In-house services and Partially Outsourced or In-

house.  The service provider will be evaluated via its services property necessities in terms of 

Outsource/in-house solutions.  
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The Claimed Services: The service provider will be evaluated with the services that are claimed. 

This section has 11 main titles and 3 subtitles. The claimed services are; Capabilities, 

Configurations, Specifications, Flexibility, Locations, Control Services (3 Subtitle applies here; 

Security Options, Privacy Options and Control Options), SLA, EULA, Practices, Certifications 

and ISO-COBIT evaluations. In this case, if the service provider has one of them, all of them 

or none of them will be evaluated. The scoring differs on both having one or more criteria.  

Providing Information: There are three titles in this criterion. In this section, the scoring 

includes technical inspections and observation-based inspections. The advertisements in all 

ways will be inspected and will be checked whether they have/include the offering that are 

mentioned in the ads. The criterions are Services, Options and Capability-Configurations.  

Configuration Offerings: Four titles apply here. The evaluation will be on the configurations of 

Hypervisors and types, GuestOSs, Networks (Virtual/Physical), Virtual Environment 

(Firewalls, switches, lans etc). In this case, if the service provider has one of them all of them 

or none of them will be evaluated. The scoring differs on both having one or more criteria.  

Vulnerability: In this section, the vulnerability settings (the tools, inspections and decisions) 

and results will be evaluated, including three titles; Test Results, Dates (frequency) and 

performing assessments.  

Providing Informative Data: The information that is provided by the service provider will be 

evaluated. The included titles are; Geographic Location, Platform Separation, Process 

Separation, Storage Encryption-duplication, Backup, Computing Options. 

Each domain has its own sub-domains but an exactly same named sub-domain or option may 

be under different domains, those are treated differently by their weights and standing points. 

The domains have subdomains, and as mentioned, the subdomains have options such as titles 

and subtitles. The options are not statically notated because options are sorted as titles and 

subtitles. The essence is that one or more titles or subtitles may be used under one or more 

domains. It may cause conflict in the understanding of the method and lead to a 

misunderstanding on the notation. Therefore, the solution of mentioned problem is, the titles 

and subtitles are notated according to the fixed order in the scale. In the notation, domain and 

subdomain couple is written side-by-side without space and, title and subtitle couple is written 
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side-by-side without space. In addition, these two mutually exclusive couples are separated with 

a semicolon “;”. 

 

Table 5 - Title and Subtitle Notation 

Title (The row number in the fixed order 

of titles in the subset of subdomains) 

T# 

Subtitle (The row number in the fixed 

order of subtitles in the subset of titles) 

ST# 

 

A full self-explanatory notation would be as following without brackets: 

 

Domain-#SubDomain-#(;)Title#SubTitle# 

 

For instance; 

A person would like to mention the subtitle named “Privacy Options” under title of “Control 

Services” which are located under the subdomain of “Claimed Services and Guarantees” in 

the “Adaptability” Domain. The notation would be as follows: 

 

D-6SD-10;T-6ST-2 

 

 

4.3 Calculation Method 

trust(x) = ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑(WD + (XSD + (YT + (ZST + (VST × FST))/N)/M)/L)/6

N

ST=1

M

T=1

L

SD=1

6

D=1

 

 

● D stands for Domain 

● SD stands for Subdomain 

● T stands for Title 

● ST stands for Subtitle 

●  L stands for the number of 

subdomains 

● M stands for the number of Titles 

● N stands for the number of 

Subtitles 

● V stands for Value 

● F stands for Weight 
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For the calculation, bottom-up approach is adopted. In the domains, there are subdomains and 

titles. In some cases there exist some subtitles, at that; initial point to start calculation is to move 

to that/those subtitles, then make multiplication (Value and Weight multiplication), then add 

the results then divide the number of subtitle. The value of the title is to be found with this 

calculation. If there is no subtitle, then, multiplication for title is done (value and Weight 

multiplication), then divided to the number of titles, if subdomains exist, the same calculation 

is done for them by following the formula. 

The lists of Titles and Subtitles is shown in the following Tables 6 and 7. 

Table 6 - List of All Titles 

<= 1min  Outsourced 

between 1 -5 mins In-house 

between 5 -15 mins Partial 

between 15 -30 mins Specialized expert support 

between 30mins - 1 hr 7/24 monitoring 

Specialized expert support client information kept/stored in-house 

7/24 monitoring client information kept/stored outsource 

Claimed Services Business Climate Reforms 

Policy Violations/Attempts Hypervisors 

Attacks logged GuestOSs 

malware/virus elimination Network (Virtual/Physical) 

Log in/Log out logs Other Virtual Environment 

(Firewall/Switches…) 

Events & Audits IaaS 

Users permissions and Authorization PaaS 

Test/Scan Results SaaS 

Dates (Frequency) Packaged Software 

Performing Assessments Changes Made 

Permission & Provisioning Changes Requested not made 

de-provisioning of sources Indicators (related to change) 

Events Configuration Standards 

Thresholds Geographic 
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Table 6 (cont.) 

Services Process and Platform Anchoring 

Options Quotas 

Capability and Configurations Statistics collected (logged) from 

services/apps 

Native Language Support bandwidth/usage frequency ratio 

FAQ Capabilities 

Live Help Configurations 

Call Support Specs 

Message Support Flexibility 

Mail Support Backup 

Diversity of Customer Computing Options 

Geographic Location Hardware 

Platform Separation Software 

Process Separation Infrastructure Evolvement(improvement) 

Storage Encryption Infrastructure Technologies 

Storage Duplication Hardware-Software-Virtualization 

Practices Support 

Certifications Locations 

ISO-Cobit Control Services 

Corporates SLA 

Individuals EULA 

Governments  

 

Table 7 - List of All Subtitles 

by customer (monitoring) <5000 (number of individual) 

by cloud service provider (monitoring) Security Options 

>=500 (number of corporate) Privacy Options 

<500 (number of corporate) Control Options 

>=5000 (number of individual)  
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These sub-domains may have direct influence to the domain by its value and weighting 

coefficient or it may act as a multiple choice. For example, under the “Governance” domain, 

under this domain, there is a sub-domain named “incident declaration and response times with 

evidence”. This acts as a multiple choice, because there are lines as -less than 1 min-, -btw 1-5 

mins-, -btw 5-15 mins-, -btw15-30 mins-, -btw ½ to 1 hr-. In this kind of sub-domain, not all of 

the evaluation points need to be filled. The proper (countervailing) option is to be filled. As to 

be filled area, the value is assigned by the evaluator. The evaluator chooses between “0”, “5” 

or “10” accordingly “Not Met”, “Nearly Met”, and “Met”. For the weighting coefficient part, 

the total of all the options under a sub-domain gives “1” (if full points acquired) and the total 

of all the sub-domains gives the value “10” (only if full points acquired) to gather a squared-

away result.  

All of the sub-domains and the options have their own calculated/computed Weight. The 

weighting coefficient depends directly on the desired outcome. What that means is this trust 

evaluation scale gives results with respect to the customer’s desired viewpoint or domains as 

mentioned previously. If the method is asked to outcome a security oriented result, the 

mentioned weighting coefficients are adjusted accordingly by the scale. There is no necessary 

intervention for the Weight (weighting coefficient) of this evaluation method. 

The scale is implemented to give seven different point-of-views to evaluate trust. These 

viewpoints are Governance, Security, Reputation, Reliability, Interoperability, Conformation 

and Equipollent. While the method is being developed, six domains are considered to take place 

under the mentioned viewpoints to evaluate trust. Only the domains placed under the viewpoints 

will be used to calculate the result. The domains are listed in the following Table 8, which takes 

place under each viewpoint.  

Table 8 - List of Domains located under Viewpoints 

Governance Viewpoint Security Viewpoint 

- Governance (D-1) - Governance (D-1) 

- Security (D-2) - Security (D-2) 

- Reputation (D-3) - Reliability (D-4) 

- Reliability (D-4) - Adaptability (D-6) 

- Interoperability (D-5)  

- Adaptability (D-6)  
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Table 8 (cont.) 

Reliability Viewpoint Interoperability Viewpoint 

- Governance (D-1) - Reliability (D-4) 

- Reputation (D-3) - Interoperability (D-5) 

- Reliability (D-4) - Adaptability (D-6) 

- Adaptability (D-6)  

  

Reputation Viewpoint Conformation Viewpoint 

- Governance (D-1) - Security (D-2) 

- Security (D-2) - Reputation (D-3) 

- Reputation (D-3) - Reliability (D-4) 

- Reliability (D-4) - Interoperability (D-5) 

- Interoperability (D-5) - Adaptability (D-6) 

- Adaptability (D-6)  

 

Equipollent Viewpoint 

- Governance (D-1) 

- Security (D-2) 

- Reputation (D-3) 

- Reliability (D-4) 

- Interoperability (D-5) 

- Adaptability (D-6) 

In the Table 8, which domains are located under which viewpoint is presented. 

4.4 Domains of the Scale 

The scale consists of six different domains. These domains play active role on evaluation of 

trust as components in terms of viewpoints in the scale. In the tables bold terms indicated 

subdomains, italic terms indicate titles and the normal font indicates subtitles.  These domains 

are presented in the following tables; 
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Table 9 - Governance Domain 

Sustainability 

Incident declaration and response times with 

evidences 

<= 1min 

between 1 -5 mins 

between 5 -15 mins 

between 15 -30 mins 

between 30mins - 1 hr 

Specialized expert support 

7/24 monitoring 

by customer 

by cloud service provider 

Claimed Services 

The Governance domain and its elements are presented in the Table 9. 

Table 10 - Security Domain 

Logs 

Policy Violations/Attempts 

attacks 

malware/virus elimination 

Log in/Log out logs 

Events & Audits 

Lists 

Users permissions and Authorization 

Vulnerability 

Test/Scan Results 

Dates (Frequency) 

Performing Assessments 

Policies 

Declaration of User Types 

Permission & Provisioning 
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Table 10 (cont.) 

de-provisioning of sources 

Alerts 

Events 

Thresholds 

The Security domain and its elements are presented in the Table 10. 

Table 11 - Reputation Domain 

Configuration Offers  

Services 

Options 

Capability and Configurations 

Support mechanisms 

Native Language Support 

FAQ 

Live Help 

Call Support 

Message (SMS) Support 

Mail Support 

Diversity of Customer  

Corporates 

>=500 

<500 

Individuals 

>=5000 

<5000 

Governments 

Providing information 

Geographic Location 

Platform Separation 

Process Separation 

Storage Encryption 
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Table 11 (cont.) 

Storage Duplication 

Backup 

Computing Options 

Hardware 

Software 

The elements of the Reputation domain is presented in the Table 11. 

Table 12 - Reliability Domain 

Infrastructure Evolvement(improvement) 

Infrastructure Technologies 

Hardware-Software-Virtualization 

Support 

Services 

Outsourced 

In-house 

Partial 

Specialized expert support 

7/24 monitoring 

by customer 

by cloud service provider 

client information kept/stored in-house 

client information kept/stored outsource 

The Reliability domain and its elements are presented in the Table 12. 

Table 13 - Interoperability Domain 

Business Climate Reforms 

Configuration Offers 

Hypervisors 

GuestOSs 

Network (Virtual/Physical) 

Other Virtual Environment (Firewall/Switches…) 
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Table 13 (cont.) 

Services 

IaaS 

PaaS 

SaaS 

Packaged Software 

The Interoperability domain and its elements are presented in the Table 13. 

Table 14 – Adaptability Domain 

Logs 

Changes Made 

Changes Requested not made 

Indicators (related to change) 

Configuration Standards 

Geographic 

Process and Platform Anchoring 

Quotas 

Lists 

Statistics collected (logged) from services/apps 

bandwidth/usage frequency ratio 

Claimed Services &Guarantees 

Capabilities 

Configurations 

Specs 

Flexibility 

Offered Locations 

Control Services 

Security Options 

Privacy Options 

Control Options 

SLA 

EULA 
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Table 14 (cont.) 

Practices 

Certifications 

ISO-Cobit 

The Adaptability domain and its elements are presented in the Table 14. 

4.5 Guidance 

The guide is composed to instruct the evaluation progress on the scale. In the guide, it is 

explained how one would score each metric. The evaluation value assignment, the value 

interval is left to the discretion of the evaluator by means of evaluator’s experience, service 

information sufficiency.  The metrics and the scoring instructions are as follows: 

Sustainability: In this metric, the service availability and continuity offered by CSP is checked 

based on the announced articles; SLA and EULA. The degree of scoring is assigned as; if all 

services are redeemed according to the mentioned articles a score between 10-8pts is assigned. 

If the %99-%50 of the offered services is fulfilled then a score between 7-5pts is assigned. 

Lastly, if less than %50 offered services are redeemed, a score between 4-0pts is assigned. 

Incident Declaration and Response Times with Evidences: In this metric the check points are 

the logs kept by the CSP. If all the response times to the incidents (any immediate action 

required situations) are less than or equal to 1 minute, then a score is assigned between 10-8pts, 

if this response time apply to all services as mentioned, then the other options (the other 

response times) are not taken into calculation. In the circumstances other than this, a score is 

assigned accordingly; if the mean of the response times to the incidents is; 

- Between 1-5 minutes then a score is assigned between 7-6pts, 

- Between 5-15 minutes then a score is assigned between 5-4pts, 

- Between 15-30 minutes then a score is assigned between 3-2pts, 

- Between 30-60 minutes then a score is assigned between 1-0pts. 

Specialized Expert Support: If the CSP offers expert support to CU then scores are assigned 

according to the following titles; “Call Support, SMS Support and Mail Support”. In the case 

of CSP offers all expert support methods mentioned then a score between 10-7pts is assigned. 

If CSP offers two of the support methods then a score between 6-4pts, and only one method is 
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offered then a score between 3-0 is assigned to this metric. If there is no offered expert support 

then 0pt is assigned. 

7/24 Monitoring (Redeemed Services): In the case of the monitoring service is handled by the 

CSP (traffic, alerts, thresholds, disk space, processes), and offers monitoring over all the 

services then; a score is assigned between 10-7pts; if monitoring is offered %99-%50 of the 

services a score between 6-4pts; monitoring is offered to less than %50 of the services then 3-

0pts assigned to this metric. 

If monitoring is offered but handling is left to the user; a score between 0-4pts is assigned. 

Claimed Services: In this metric; it is checked that the advertised services and the services 

agreed in the SLA are present and offered to the CU. If the all of the claimed services are present 

and offered to the CU then 10pt is assigned. In other cases scoring is done according to the 

presence of the services. 

- %90 of the claimed services are present and offered to CU then 9pts is assigned, 

- %80 of the claimed services are present and offered to CU then 8pts is assigned, 

- %70 of the claimed services are present and offered to CU then 7pts is assigned, 

- %60 of the claimed services are present and offered to CU then 6pts is assigned, 

- %50 of the claimed services are present and offered to CU then 5pts is assigned, 

- %40 of the claimed services are present and offered to CU then 4pts is assigned, 

- %30 of the claimed services are present and offered to CU then 3pts is assigned, 

- %20 of the claimed services are present and offered to CU then 2pts is assigned, 

- %10 of the claimed services are present and offered to CU then 1pts is assigned, 

- None of the claimed services are present and offered to CU then 0pt is assigned. 

Logs (Under Security Domain): If the logs kept by the CSP is stored and accessible at least one 

year from the log date, the coefficient of the logs subdomain is assigned as 0.7; if the kept logs 

are stored under one year then the coefficient is assigned as 0.3, Then the following logs (stands 

as titles in the scale); “Policy Violation logs, Security Attack logs, Malware/Virus Elimination 

logs, logs of login-logout, Event & Audit logs” are checked whether exist or not. If they are 

exist, then 10pt is assigned each title, if not 0pt is assigned to the metrics. 
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Lists (Under Security Domain): In this metric, if the user permissions and authorization to user 

types assigned to the users by the CSP are determined with strict limits and are present and 

presented openly, then 10pts is assigned, if not present 0pt is assigned to this metric. 

Vulnerability: In this metric, the vulnerability scans are checked. Did necessary actions taken 

in the results of the tests and scans performed? The scoring needs to be done accordingly; if all 

necessary actions taken covering all vulnerabilities revealed in the scan result then 10pts is 

assigned; if coverage is more than %50, a score between 8-5pts; if the coverage is less than or 

equal to %50, a score between 3-0 is assigned to the Test/Scan Results title. The frequency of 

the tests/scans is scored in the Dates (frequency) metric. If in daily basis, a score between 10-

8pts; if weekly 7-5pts; if in the monthly basis a score between 4-1pts is assigned. In the 

Preforming Assessments title, if the CSP performs monthly issues assessments then, a score 

between 70-6pts; if not a score between 5-0pts is assigned to this metric. 

Policies: For the Declaration of the User Types title, if the CSP uses policies of declared user 

types “viewer/owner/editor/operator/developer/moderator/administrator” 10pts is assigned; if 

not used 0pt is assigned to this metric. On the Permission & Provisioning title, if CSP uses 

policies for the assigned user permissions and in the provisioning of the sources; 10pts is 

assigned; if not 0pt is assigned. While de-provisioning of the sources, if CSP uses policies while 

taking actions, 10pts is assigned; if not 0pt is assigned to this metric. 

Alerts: The CU needs to be notified over the services acquired. If the CSP warns the CU in case 

of an event (related to acquired services by CU), 10pts is assigned; if not warned then 0pt is 

assigned to this metric. In the Thresholds title, if CSP warns CU that the redeemed services’ 

threshold is reached or about to be reached; in case of the warning is done when about to be 

reached a score is assigned between 10-9pts; the warning is done when reached, a score between 

8-7pts; if no warning is done then 0pt is assigned to this metric. 

Configuration Offers: In the services title, it is checked if the CSP have the required services 

offered “PaaS, SaaS, IaaS, DBaaS”. If CSP offers all the services to CU then 10pts is assigned; 

if Paas, SaaS and IaaS are offered then a score between 8-6pts is assigned; if two or less services 

are offered then 4-2pts is assigned to this metric. If none of the services are offered to CU then 

0pt is assigned. In the Options title, if CSP offers options “Appliances” to CU then 10pts; if not 

offered then 5pts is assigned. In the Capability and Configurations title, in the case of a CU 

demands a special requests over the offered services, within the capabilities of CSP, if CSP 
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fulfills these requests then a score between 10-8pts; if partially fulfills 7-4pts; if not redeems 

the requirement then 0pt is assigned to this metric. 

Support Mechanisms: In this metric, the support mechanism of the CSP is checked. For the 

Native Language Support title, if CSP does not offer any native language support (for the CU) 

on “FAQ, Live Help (over web), Call Support, SMS Support, and E-mail Support” the 0pt is 

assigned. If CSP offers native language support for all of the mentioned support types 10pts is 

assigned; if CSP offers native language on “Live Help and Call Support” then a score is 

assigned between 9-7pts; if CSP offer native language on “SMS and E-mail Support” then a 

score is assigned between 6-4pts to this metric. 

Diversity of Customer: In this title, the diversity of the customer portfolio of CSP is inspected. 

On Corporate title; If CSP has corporate in its user portfolio, then 10pts if not 0pt is assigned, 

and if CSP provides service to corporate and the number of the corporate is more than “500” 

then a score between 10-8pts assigned, if the umber is less than “500” then a score between 7-

5pts is assigned. If CSP has individuals in its user portfolio, then 10pts if not 0pt is assigned, 

and if CSP provides service to corporate and the number of the corporate is more than “5000” 

then a score between 10-8pts assigned, if the umber is less than “5000” then a score between 7-

5pts is assigned. In the case of the CSP has government in its user portfolio then 10pts is 

assigned; if not 0pt is assigned. 

Providing Information: In this metric, the information providing information about the offered 

services are checked. Each title is inspected as whether or not information is provided. The 

titles are “Geographic Location information, Platform Separation and Process Separation 

offered or not, Storage Encryption and Duplication is offered or not, is backup available, 

Computing Options (offered software, appliance), configuration of CPU-RAM available or 

not” are inspected. The scoring is done according to the existence of the titles. For the each title 

suits the condition, 10pts is assigned; for the unavailable titles 0pt is assigned to these metrics. 

Infrastructure Evolvement (Improvement): Infrastructure timeliness is checked in this title. If 

infrastructure is up-to-date, CSP’s services layer infrastructure technology (not the managerial) 

hit the market in the last year then 10pts is assigned; if older technology infrastructure is offered 

to the CU then 5pts is assigned to the metric. In the Virtualization title, if the CSP uses 

virtualization technologies in its infrastructure 10pts; if not 0pt is assigned to this metric. 
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Support: Support title is scored in the same steps as support mechanisms (See Support 

Mechanism Title). 

Services: In this subdomain, the offered service properties are inspected in terms of Services 

are “Outsourced, In-house managed or Partially managed”. One of the following titles is to be 

scored; 

- If the offered services by CSP are outsourced a score between 5-0pts is assigned, 

- If the offered services by CSP are in-house managed a score between 10-8 is assigned, 

- If the offered services by CSP are partially managed (mix of outsource and in-house 

managed) a score between 7-6pts is assigned. 

If client information is kept/stored in-house a score between 10-8pts is assigned; if client 

information kept/stored outsourced then a score between 7-6pts is assigned to these metrics. In 

some cases both of these metrics needs to be filled, for example, if CSP uses a “Single sign-on-

system” on joint account with other SP’s service. 

Business Climate Reforms: For this metric, if the CSP follows the business climate reforms (on 

both national and international matter) and publicly announces this information 10pts is 

assigned, if not announced or reforms are implemented then 0pt is assigned to this metric. 

Configuration Offers (Under Interoperability Domain): In this metric it is checked that if the 

CSP lets CU to choose what type of “Hypervisor” to use a score is assigned between 10-9pts; 

if not a score between 8-7pts is assigned. If the CSP lets CU to choose what type of “Guest 

OSs” to use a score is assigned between 10-8pts; if not a score between 7-5pts is assigned. If 

the CSP lets CU to choose what type of network “Virtual/Physical” to use a score is assigned 

between 10-8pts; if not a score between 7-5pts is assigned. If the CSP lets CU to manage the 

settings of the “Firewalls and Network Appliances” a score is assigned between 10-8pts; if not 

a score between 7-5pts is assigned. These metrics apply only if CSP uses virtualization 

technologies in its infrastructure.  

Services (Under Interoperability Domain): The services title is score with the same steps of 

Configuration Offers subdomain in the guidance. But under the Interoperability domain, there 

is a additional title called as “Packaged Software”, if CSP offers packaged software as a service 

a score between 10-8pts; if not a score between 7-6pts is assigned to this metric. 
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Logs (Under Adaptability Domain): The logs of the following metric are inspected in this 

subdomain. In the title “Changed Made”, it is checked if the CSP has kept the logs of the 

changes made up until now in the hardware and software level, if kept a score between 10-8pts; 

if not 7-5pts is assigned to this metric. In the “Changes Requested Not Made” title, it is checked 

if the CSP has kept the logs of the requested (on both system layer and user layer) software and 

hardware changes that are not applied to the system. If kept a score between 10-8pts; if not a 

score between 7-5pts is assigned to this metric. In the “Indicators (related to change)” title, it is 

checked whether the CSP implemented an indicator in its logs that their system requires 

improvement in term of infrastructure. If exist a score between 10-8pts; if not then a score 

between 7-5pts is assigned to this metric. 

Configuration Standards: In the title “Geographic”, CSP may offer services from different 

geographic locations by locating the physical infrastructure anywhere in the world and can offer 

service to any continent. If the CSP offer CU in which geographic location the user desires to 

get service from then 10pts; if not 5pts is assigned to this metric. In the “Process and Platform 

Anchoring” title, it is checked if the CSP offer CU, anchoring on their processes or services 

related to CU’s inter-process or inter-platform configurations. If offered 10pts; if not then 5pts 

is assigned to this metric. In “Quotas” title, by definition, cloud services have no boundaries, 

but cloud users may need quota option. In this case, if CSP offer to its services a score between 

10-8pts; if not then 7-5pts is assigned to this metric. 

Lists (Under Adaptability Domain): In the “Statistics Collected (logged) from Services/Apps” 

title, it is checked if the CSP collects data from its offered services and apps, and logs them for 

the future enhancements purposes. If collected the score 10pts; if not then 0pt is assigned to this 

metric. For the “Bandwidth/Usage Ratio”, it is inspected that the logs of available 

bandwidth/used bandwidth ratio is kept or not. If kept 10pts; if not 0pt is assigned to this metric. 

Claimed Services & Guarantees: In this subdomain, the metrics “Capabilities, Configuration, 

Offered Specifications, Flexibility Options, Service Locations” are checked based on SLA, 

EULA and advertisements, whether CSP is capable to redeem the claimed services and 

guarantees on demand or not. If the offered services match the actual service when demanded 

each metric is assigned with 10pts; if not 0pt is assigned. In the “Control Services” title, it is 

checked if CSP offers management on the “Security, Privacy and Control Options”. If 

management is offered to all three of the options a score between 10-8pts; if not offered a score 

between 1-0pts is assigned each of the metrics. If cloud service provider has the following 
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attributes “SLA, EULA, Practicies, Certifications, ISO-Cobit”; then for each of the metrics 

10pts; if does not have 0pts to each of the metrics is assigned. 

4.6 The Evaluation Scale Weights 

4.6.1 Equipollent Point-of-view Scale 

The six domains that the equipollent scale includes are the main bodies of the scale. The scale 

outcome results within these domains to the extent if the cloud user needs or aims result as 

equal weights of all domains “Governance, Reputation, Security, Interoperability, Reliability, 

and Adaptability”. In the equipollent scale, the equipollent weights for domains and the 

evaluation scale structure is also presented in the following tables. 

In the tables bold terms indicated subdomains, italic terms indicate titles and the normal font 

indicates subtitles. The domains have been shown in the Tables 15 to 20. 

4.6.1.1 Equipollent Governance (D-1) 

 

Table 15 - Governance Domain Weight for Equipollent Scale 

 
Weight 

Sustainability 1 

Incident declaration and response times with 

evidences 

 

<= 1min 0.4 

between 1 -5 mins 0.3 

between 5 -15 mins 0.2 

between 15 -30 mins 0.1 

between 30mins - 1 hr 0 

Specialized expert support 1 

7/24 monitoring 1 

by customer 0.7 

by cloud service provider 0.3 

Claimed Services 1 

The governance domain includes three subdomains, seven subtitles and two subtitles. The 

weights are as shown in the table above Table 15. 
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4.6.1.2 Equipollent Security (D-2) 

 

Table 16 - Security Domain Weights for Equipollent Scale 

 
Weight 

Logs 
 

Policy Violations/Attempts 0.2 

Attacks Logged 0.3 

malware/virus elimination 0.2 

Log in/Log out logs 0.1 

Events & Audits 0.2 

Lists 
 

Users permissions and Authorization 0.1 

Vulnerability 0.2 

Test/Scan Results 0.2 

Dates (Frequency) of Tests and Scans 0.1 

Performing Assessments 0.1 

Policies 0.2 

Declaration of User Types 0.01 

Permission & Provisioning 0.04 

de-provisioning of sources 0.05 

Alerts 1 

Events 1 

Thresholds 1 

 

In the security domain of the equipollent scale, there are five subdomains and fourteen titles. 

The weights are presented in the above Table 16. 

4.6.1.3 Equipollent Reputation (D-3) 

 

The reputation domain consists of three subdomains, twenty-two titles and four subtitles. The 

weights are presented in the following Table 17. 
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Table 17 - Reputation Domain Weights for Equipollent Scale 

 
Weight 

Configuration Offers  
 

Services 0.3 

Options 0.2 

Capability and Configurations 0.5 

Support mechanisms 
 

Native Language Support 0.2 

FAQ 0.1 

Live Help 0.2 

Call Support 0.1 

Message Support 0.1 

Mail Support 0.2 

Diversity of Customer  
 

Corporates 0.2 

>=500 0.1 

<500 0.1 

Individuals 0.2 

>=5000 0.1 

<5000 0.1 

Governments 0.2 

Providing information 
 

Geographic Location 0.1 

Platform Separation 0.1 

Process Separation 0.1 

Storage Encryption 0.1 

Storage Duplication 0.1 

Backup 0.1 

Computing Options 0.2 

Hardware 0.1 

Software 0.1 
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4.6.1.4 Equipollent Reliability (D-4) 

 

Table 18 - Reliability Domain Weights for Equipollent Scale 

 
Weight 

Infrastructure Evolvement(improvement) 1 

Infrastructure Technologies 1 

Hardware-Software-Virtualization 1 

Support 1 

Services 
 

Outsourced 0.1 

In-house 0.5 

Partial 0.2 

Specialized expert support 1 

7/24 monitoring 
 

by customer 0.3 

by cloud service provider 0.7 

client information kept/stored in-house 0.8 

client information kept/stored outsource 0.2 

 

There are one subdomain, eleven titles and two subtitles in the reliability domain for the 

equipollent scale. The weights are shown in the table 18 above. 

4.6.1.5 Equipollent Interoperability (D-5) 

 

Table 19 - Interoperability Domain Weights for Equipollent Scale 

 
Weight 

Business Climate Reforms 1 

Configuration Offers 
 

Hypervisors 0.3 

GuestOSs 0.2 

Network (Virtual/Physical) 0.2 

Other Virtual Environment (Firewall/Switches…) 0.3 
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Table 19 (cont.) 

Services 
 

IaaS 0.3 

PaaS 0.3 

SaaS 0.3 

Packaged Software 0.1 

 

The equipollent interoperability domain, there are two subdomains and nine titles and the 

weighting coefficients are presented in the Table 19 above. 

4.6.1.6 Equipollent Adaptability (D-6) 

 

In the adaptability domain of the equipollent viewpoint scale, there are four subdomains, 

nineteen titles and three subtitles. The weights are presented in the Table 20 below. 

Table 20 - Adaptability Domain Weights for Equipollent Scale 

 
Weight 

Logs 
 

Changes Made 0.2 

Changes Requested not made 0.4 

Indicators (related to change) 0.4 

Configuration Standards 
 

Geographic Location 0.1 

Process and Platform Anchoring 0.4 

Quotas 0.5 

Lists 
 

Statistics collected (logged) from services/apps 0.1 

bandwidth/users ratio 0.3 

Claimed Services &Guarantees 
 

Capabilities 0.1 

Configurations 0.2 

Specs 0.1 

Flexibility 0.2 
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Table 20 (cont.) 

Offered Locations 0.4 

Control Services 
 

Security Options 0.3 

Privacy Options 0.4 

Control Options 0.3 

SLA 1 

EULA 1 

Practices 1 

Certifications 1 

ISO-Cobit 1 

 

4.6.2 Scale Weights Adjusted for the Viewpoints of Governance, Security and Reputation 

The weight distributions are presented in the following tables (Tables 21 to 26) for governance, 

security and reputation domains. In the tables bold terms indicated subdomains, italic terms 

indicate titles and the normal font indicates subtitles. 

4.6.2.1 Governance (D-1) 

 

Table 21 – Governance Domain Weights for Governance, Security and Reputation Viewpoints 

 
Governance Security Reputation 

Sustainability 1 1 1 

Incident declaration and response 

times with evidences 

   

<= 1min 0.2 0.5 0.4 

between 1 -5 mins 0.2 0.3 0.3 

between 5 -15 mins 0.2 0.1 0.2 

between 15 -30 mins 0.2 0.1 0.1 

between 30mins - 1 hr 0.2 0.0 0.0 

Specialized expert support 1 1 0.8 

7/24 monitoring 1 1 0.5 

by customer 0.3 0.5 1 
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Table 21 (cont.) 

by cloud service provider 0.7 0.5 1 

Claimed Services 1 1 1 

 

Three of the viewpoints’ weights of the governance domain are presented in the Table 21. These 

viewpoints are “Governance, Security and Reputation”. While calculating the trust with respect 

to these mentioned viewpoints, the weights presented in these tables will be used. Governance 

domain is used under all the viewpoints except for the interoperability and conformation 

viewpoints. 

4.6.2.2 Security (D-2) 

 

Table 22 - Security Domain Weights for Governance, Security and Reputation Viewpoints 

 
Governance Security Reputation 

Logs 
   

Policy Violations/Attempts 0.3 0.2 0.2 

attacks 0.1 0.3 0.3 

malware/virus elimination 0.1 0.2 0.2 

Log in/Log out logs 0.3 0.2 0.1 

Events & Audits 0.2 0.1 0.2 

Lists 
   

Users permissions and Authorization 0.1 0.1 0.1 

Vulnerability 0.05 0.2 0.2 

Test/Scan Results 0.05 0.2 0.2 

Dates (Frequency) of Tests and Scans 0.2 0.1 0.1 

Performing Assessments 0.05 0.1 0.1 

Policies 0.2 0.2 0.1 

Declaration of User Types 0.05 0.01 0.02 

Permission & Provisioning 0.2 0.04 0.08 

de-provisioning of sources 0.1 0.05 0.1 

Alerts 1 1 0.5 

Events 1 0.5 1 
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Table 22 (cont.) 

Thresholds 1 0.5 0.5 

Governance, Security and Reputation viewpoints’ weights on the security domain are presented 

in the above Table 22. Security domain is used in all the viewpoints except for the reliability 

and interoperability viewpoints. 

4.6.2.3 Reputation (D-3) 

 

Table 23 - Reputation Domain Weights for Governance, Security and Reputation Viewpoints 

 
Governance Security Reputation 

Configuration Offers  
   

Services 0.25 0.3 0.3 

Options 0.25 0.2 0.3 

Capability and Configurations 0.5 0.5 0.4 

Support mechanisms 
   

Native Language Support 0.2 0.3 0.2 

FAQ 0.1 0.05 0.1 

Live Help 0.2 0.3 0.2 

Call Support 0.2 0.2 0.2 

Message Support 0.2 0.1 0.2 

Mail Support 0.1 0.05 0.1 

Diversity of Customer  
   

Corporates - - - 

>=500 0.2 0.2 0.2 

<500 0.1 0.1 0.1 

Individuals - - - 

>=5000 0.2 0.1 0.2 

<5000 0.1 0.1 0.1 

Governments 0.4 0.5 0.4 

Providing information 
   

Geographic Location 0.2 0.2 0.1 

Platform Separation 0.1 0.2 0.1 
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Table 23 (cont.) 

Process Separation 0.1 0.2 0.1 

Storage Encryption 0.1 0.2 0.1 

Storage Duplication 0.1 0.05 0.1 

Backup 0.1 0.05 0.1 

Computing Options 0.1 0.05 0.2 

Hardware 0.1 0.025 0.1 

Software 0.1 0.025 0.1 

 

The weights of the Governance, Security and Reputation are presented in the Table 23. 

Reputation domain does not take place only security and interoperability viewpoints. 

4.6.2.4 Reliability (D-4) 

 

Table 24 - Reliability Domain Weights for Governance, Security and Reputation Viewpoints 

 
Governance Security Reputation 

Infrastructure Evolvement(improvement) 1 1 1 

Infrastructure Technologies 1 1 1 

Hardware-Software-Virtualization 1 1 1 

Support 1 1 1 

Services 
   

Outsourced 0.1 0.0 0.1 

In-house 0.5 0.6 0.4 

Partial 0.2 0.1 0.2 

Specialized expert support 0.2 0.3 0.3 

7/24 monitoring 1 1 1 

by customer 0.6 0.5 0.5 

by cloud service provider 0.4 0.5 0.5 

client information kept/stored in-house 0.6 0.95 0.6 

client information kept/stored outsource 0.4 0.05 0.4 
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Three of the viewpoints’ weights are presented in the Table 24. Reliability domain is used in 

all the viewpoints. 

4.6.2.5 Interoperability (D-5) 

 

Table 25 - Interoperability (Weights) 

 
Governance Security Reputation 

Business Climate Reforms 1 1 1 

Configuration Offers 
   

Hypervisors 0.3 0.3 0.25 

GuestOSs 0.2 0.2 0.25 

Network (Virtual/Physical) 0.3 0.3 0.25 

Other Virtual Environment 

(Firewall/Switches…) 

0.2 0.2 0.25 

Services 
   

IaaS 0.25 0.1 0.25 

PaaS 0.25 0.2 0.25 

SaaS 0.25 0.3 0.25 

Packaged Software 0.25 0.4 0.25 

 

For the interoperability domain, the weights of three viewpoints are presented in the Table 25. 

Interoperability domain takes place under all viewpoints except for security and reliability 

viewpoints. 

4.6.2.6 Adaptability (D-6) 

 

Table 26 - Conformation Domain Weights for Governance, Security and Reputation Viewpoints 

 
Governance Security Reputation 

Logs 
   

Changes Made 0.2 0.3 0.2 

Changes Requested not made 0.4 0.4 0.4 

Indicators (related to change) 0.4 0.3 0.4 
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Table 26 (cont.) 

Configuration Standards 
   

Geographic 0.4 0.4 0.4 

Process and Platform Anchoring 0.2 0.4 0.4 

Quotas 0.4 0.2 0.2 

Lists 
   

Statistics collected (logged) from 

services/apps 

0.4 0.4 0.25 

bandwidth/usage frequency ratio 0.2 0.2 0.25 

Claimed Services &Guarantees 
   

Capabilities 0.1 0.1 0.1 

Configurations 0.3 0.3 0.2 

Specs 0.3 0.2 0.1 

Flexibility 0.2 0.1 0.2 

Locations 0.1 0.3 0.4 

Control Services 
   

Security Options 0.3 0.5 0.33 

Privacy Options 0.4 0.2 0.33 

Control Options 0.3 0.3 0.33 

SLA 1 1 1 

EULA 1 1 1 

Practices 1 1 1 

Certifications 1 1 1 

ISO-Cobit 1 1 1 

 

The weights of the Governance, Security and Reputation viewpoints on the conformation 

domain are presented in the table 26. Adaptability domain is used in all viewpoints. 

4.6.3 Scale Weights Adjusted for the Viewpoints of Reliability, Interoperability and 

Conformation 

The weight distributions are presented in the following tables (Tables 27 to 32) for reliability, 

interoperability and conformation domains. In the tables bold terms indicated subdomains, italic 

terms indicate titles and the normal font indicates subtitles. 
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4.6.3.1 Governance (D-1) 

 

Table 27 - Governance Domain Weights for Reliability, Interoperability and Conformation 

Viewpoints 

 
Reliability Interoperability Conformation 

Sustainability 1 1 1 

Incident declaration and 

response times with evidences 

   

<= 1min 0.5 0.2 0.2 

between 1 -5 mins 0.3 0.2 0.2 

between 5 -15 mins 0.1 0.2 0.2 

between 15 -30 mins 0.1 0.2 0.2 

between 30mins - 1 hr 0.0 0.2 0.2 

Specialized expert support 1 1 1 

7/24 monitoring 1 0.3 1 

by customer 0.5 0.5 1 

by cloud service provider 0.5 0.5 1 

Claimed Services 1 1 1 

 

Governance domain is used under all the viewpoints except for the interoperability and 

conformation viewpoints. Reliability, interoperability and conformation viewpoints’ weights 

are presented for the governance domain in the Table 27. 

4.6.3.2 Security (D-2) 

 

Table 28 - Security Domain Weights for Reliability, Interoperability and Conformation 

Viewpoints 

 
Reliability Interoperability Conformation 

Logs 
   

Policy Violations/Attempts 0.2 0.2 0.2 

attacks 0.1 0.2 0.3 

malware/virus elimination 0.1 0.2 0.2 
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Table 28 (cont.) 

Log in/Log out logs 0.3 0.2 0.1 

Events & Audits 0.3 0.2 0.2 

Lists 
   

Users permissions and 

Authorization 

0.1 0.1 0.1 

Vulnerability 0.1 0.1 0.1 

Test/Scan Results 0.1 0.1 0.1 

Dates (Frequency) of the Tests 

and Scans 

0.1 0.1 0.1 

Performing Assessments 0.2 0.1 0.1 

Policies 0.1 0.2 0.2 

Declaration of User Types 0.1 0.1 0.1 

Permission & Provisioning 0.1 0.1 0.1 

de-provisioning of sources 0.1 0.1 0.1 

Alerts 1 0.5 1 

Events 1 1 1 

Thresholds 1 0.5 1 

 

Security domain is used in all the viewpoints except for the reliability and interoperability 

viewpoints. Reliability, Interoperability and Conformation viewpoints’ weights on the security 

domain are presented in the above Table 28. 

4.6.3.3 Reputation (D-3) 

 

Table 29 - Reputation Domain Weights for Reliability, Interoperability and Conformation 

Viewpoints 

 
Reliability Interoperability Conformation 

Configuration Offers  
   

Services 0.2 0.3 0.1 

Options 0.3 0.3 0.3 

Capability and Configurations 0.5 0.4 0.6 

Support mechanisms 
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Table 29 (cont.) 

Native Language Support 0.2 0.2 0.2 

FAQ 0.1 0.1 0.1 

Live Help 0.2 0.2 0.2 

Call Support 0.2 0.2 0.2 

Message Support 0.2 0.2 0.2 

Mail Support 0.1 0.1 0.1 

Diversity of Customer  
   

Corporates - - - 

>=500 0.2 0.2 0.2 

<500 0.1 0.2 0.2 

Individuals - - - 

>=5000 0.2 0.2 0.2 

<5000 0.1 0.2 0.2 

Governments 0.4 0.2 0.2 

Providing information 
   

Geographic Location 0.075 0.05 0.1 

Platform Separation 0.2 0.1 0.1 

Process Separation 0.2 0.1 0.1 

Storage Encryption 0.05 0.05 0.1 

Storage Duplication 0.2 0.05 0.1 

Backup 0.2 0.05 0.1 

Computing Options 0.025 0.2 0.2 

Hardware 0.025 0.2 0.1 

Software 0.025 0.2 0.1 

 

Reputation domain does not take place only security and interoperability viewpoints. The 

weights of the Reliability, Interoperability and Conformation viewpoints are presented in the 

Table 29.  
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4.6.3.4 Reliability (D-4) 

 

Table 30 - Reliability Domain Weights for Reliability, Interoperability and Conformation 

Viewpoints 

 
Reliability Interoperability Conformation 

Infrastructure 

Evolvement(improvement) 

1 1 1 

Infrastructure Technologies 1 1 1 

Hardware-Software-Virtualization 1 1 1 

Support 1 1 1 

Services 
   

Outsourced 0.1 0.1 0.2 

In-house 0.5 0.4 0.4 

Partial 0.2 0.1 0.2 

Specialized expert support 0.2 0.4 0.2 

7/24 monitoring 1 1 1 

by customer 0.5 0.5 0.5 

by cloud service provider 
   

client information kept/stored in-

house 

0.9 0.5 0.5 

client information kept/stored 

outsource 

0.1 0.5 0.5 

 

Reliability domain is used in all the viewpoints. Three of the viewpoints’ weights are presented 

in the Table 30.  
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4.6.3.5 Interoperability (D-5) 

 

Table 31 - Interoperability Domain Weights for Reliability, Interoperability and Conformation 

Viewpoints 

 
Reliability Interoperability Conformation 

Business Climate Reforms 1 1 1 

Configuration Offers 
   

Hypervisors 0.25 0.4 0.25 

GuestOSs 0.25 0.2 0.25 

Network (Virtual/Physical) 0.25 0.2 0.25 

Other Virtual Environment 

(Firewall/Switches…) 

0.25 0.2 0.25 

Services 
   

IaaS 0.25 0.3 0.25 

PaaS 0.25 0.3 0.25 

SaaS 0.25 0.3 0.25 

Packaged Software 0.25 0.1 0.25 

 

Interoperability domain takes place under all, except for security and reliability viewpoints. For 

the interoperability domain, the weights of three viewpoints are presented in the Table 31.  

4.6.3.6 Adaptability (D-6) 

 

Table 32 - Adaptability Domain Weights for Reliability, Interoperability and Conformation 

Viewpoints 

 
Reliability Interoperability Conformation 

Logs 
   

Changes Made 0.2 0.3 0.33 

Changes Requested not made 0.4 0.3 0.33 

Indicators (related to change) 0.4 0.4 0.33 

Configuration Standards 
   

Geographic 0.25 0.4 0.3 

Process and Platform Anchoring 0.5 0.4 0.3 
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Table 32 (cont.) 

Quotas 0.25 0.2 0.4 

Lists 
   

Statistics collected (logged) from 

services/apps 

0.1 0.4 0.25 

bandwidth/usage frequency ratio 0.3 0.2 0.25 

Claimed Services 

&Guarantees 

   

Capabilities 0.3 0.1 0.2 

Configurations 0.2 0.4 0.3 

Specs 0.1 0.1 0.1 

Flexibility 0.3 0.3 0.3 

Locations 0.1 0.1 0.1 

Control Services 
   

Security Options 0.3 0.3 0.33 

Privacy Options 0.3 0.3 0.33 

Control Options 0.4 0.4 0.33 

SLA 1 1 1 

EULA 1 1 1 

Practices 1 1 1 

Certifications 1 1 1 

ISO-Cobit 1 1 1 

 

Adaptability domain is used in all viewpoints. The weights of the Reliability, Interoperability 

and Conformation viewpoints on the conformation domain are presented in the table 32.  
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 CHAPTER V 

EVALUATION OF SURVEY RESULTS AND TUNING THE 

SCALE 

 

In this chapter, evaluation of the survey results and fine-tuning of scale are presented. 

5.1 Findings  

The survey (see Appendix A) is conducted on over 300 people. This survey is conducted to 

gather information about the trust level on cloud computing and cloud service providers from 

expert’s point-of-view. The survey also includes parts to collect data about what the features of 

cloud services are and what a CSP must offer to the CU besides giving a cloud service, for 

instance, automated backup, XaaS, Crypto etc. from expert viewpoints.  

In the examination of the survey, the initial survey number was 340. But, after the examination, 

the number of valid surveys dropped to 226 because of the following reasons: 

- 8 participants wrote the first and second question the same CSP which causes conflict; 

these 18 surveys are excluded because of inconsistent data. The other 47 participants’ 

survey is excluded because of unsatisfactory and inconsistent data, such as, some 

participants wrote answers like “cloud service”, “speed” and “Operating System” to the 

fourth question which is “What are the must have features of a CSP?”. 

- 39 participants’ surveys are excluded because they do not have expertise or knowledge 

on neither cloud computing nor cloud service providers. To be able to gather meaningful 

results and expert opinions were required. 

- 10 surveys were excluded because some of the participant’s handwriting is unreadable 

and there was barely informative data on the survey. 

For the method of fine-tuning, the survey is divided into two, randomly, after the exclusion of 

the invalid surveys. Based on the expert opinions about the reasons of trust and mistrust, the 
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prioritization of the features of the cloud services and the must have services of the cloud 

services fine tuning is applied to the subdomains and the options of the scale.  

The weights of the titles, subtitles and subdomains are adjusted and the missing subdomains, 

titles and subtitles are added to the scale. By the priorities given in the survey results by experts 

in terms of trust and mistrust levels and features the equipollent scale weights and point-of-

view scale’s weights are adjusted accordingly.  

The survey results are randomly divided into two parts. One part is used for the initial data 

collection and tuning. The remaining part is used to fine-tune the scale to give more close results 

to expert opinions. 

 

Table 33 - Valid-Invalid Survey Information 

 Count Percent 

Valid 226 66,4 

Invalid 114 32,6 

Total 340 100 

 

 

Figure 8 - Exclusion Result of the survey 

 

Survey; Valid 
Surveys; 226; 66%

Survey; Invalid 
Surveys; 114; 34%

Survey exclusion Result

Valid Surveys

Invalid Surveys
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Five questions are asked to participants. The first two questions are about trust levels of the 

participants about the CSPs in the market. Firstly we asked participants to write down the names 

of the cloud service providers that they most trust and the second question is to write down the 

mistrusted CSPs by order. The result points out that Google Cloud Platform is the most trusted 

CSP among participants, and Google is followed by Amazon, Microsoft and others. The first 

question’s response rate is the highest of all by %100. 

5.1.1 Trusted CSPs 

 

Table 34 - Trusted CSPs 

Valid  Count Percentage 

Google Cloud 

Platform 

73 32 

Amazon AWS 56 25 

Microsoft Azure 45 20 

Dropbox 37 16 

Salesforce 15 7 

 
 

 

Figure 9 - Trusted CSPs’ Distribution 
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5.1.2 Least Trusted CSPs 

In the second question, the participants’ response to the question of which is the least trusted 

CSP has been Facebook and iCloud. The participation to this question stayed around %19. 

 

Table 35 - Least Trusted CSPs 

Valid  Count Percentage 

Facebook 30 71 

Apple iCloud 12 29 

 

 

Figure 10 - Least Trusted CSPs’ Distribution 

 

5.1.3 Priority of the Cloud Services’ Attributes 

In the third question, the participants are asked to sort six features that are “Security”, 

“Reliability”, “Management”, “Interoperability”, “Reputation”, and “Adaptability” by the order 

of importance. For the third question, the valid and meaningful answer rate is %67. 
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Table 36 - CSs’ Attributes 

Valid  Count Percentage 

Security 59 39 

Reliability 31 20 

Management 23 15 

Reputation 20 13 

Interoperability 16 11 

Adaptability 3 2 

 

 

 
 

Figure 11 - Attribute Distribution of CSs 

 

5.1.4 The Essential Services of Cloud Services 

We asked what the must have features of a CS are to the participants. Most commonly experts 

answered as cryptography and redundancy (backup). The participation rate was high (~%50) 

but the valid answer rate is %65. 
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Table 37 - Essential Services of CSs 

Valid  Frequency Percentage 

Cryptography 55 38 

Redundant Backup 53 36 

Location 

information 

38 26 

 
 
 

 
 

Figure 12 - Distribution of the Essentials of CSs 

 

5.1.5 Trust & Distrust Reasons of Cloud Service Providers  

Participants are asked “why do you or don’t you trust a cloud service or cloud service provider” 

in the survey. The rate of valid answers is %5. 
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Table 38 - Frequency of Trust & Distrust Reasons of CSPs 

Valid   Frequency Percentage 

Reasons of 

Trust 

Brand 14 45 

Empirical Trust 8 26 

Reasons of 

Mistrust 

Leaks of Personal 

Data 

9 29 

 
 
 

 
 

Figure 13  - Distribution of Trust & Mistrust Reasons of CSPs 

 

After the adjustments on the scale, with the second part of the survey results that were divided 

previously as mentioned before, an inspection is done to control the results about where the 

scale results stand in terms of the expert opinions. 
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5.2 Evaluation Justification 

5.2.1 Fine-tuned Ranks  

The fine-tuned ranking of the service providers are shown in the following tables. The rank is 

calculated with the metrics of the scale after fine-tuning with the expert opinions gathered from 

survey. Because of the insufficient data, the calculation of interoperability domain calculation 

is done over two of the CSPs. The results are calculated over the three CSPs to the extent 

permitted by the survey data sample. 

5.2.1.1 Governance Viewpoint 

 

Table 39 - Fine-tuned Order of Governance 

 Governance 

Amazon AWS 50pts 

Microsoft Azure 43pts 

Google Cloud Platform 41pts 

 

The evaluation of the three cloud service providers’ rank is shown in the Table 28. Since survey 

data were sufficient for three service providers, the evaluation is conducted by a small panel of 

experts for these three SPs. The Amazon AWS get the highest score amongst all with 50pts in 

the governance domain. 

5.2.1.2 Security Viewpoint 

 

Table 40 - Fine-tuned Order of Security 

 Security 

Amazon AWS 59pts 

Google Cloud Platform 51pts 

Microsoft Azure 49pts 

 

Similarly, the evaluation is conducted for three service providers because of the insufficient 

survey data. As seen in the Table 29, the Security domain scores highest with the 59 points 

followed by Google cloud Platform 51pts and Microsoft Azure 49pts. 
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5.2.1.3 Reputation Viewpoint 

 

Table 41 - Fine-tuned Order of Reputation 

 Reputation 

Microsoft Azure 44pts 

Google Cloud Platform 37pts 

Amazon AWS 37pts 

 

The evaluation of the three cloud service providers’ rank is shown in the Table 29 for the 

Reputation domain. Since survey data were sufficient for only three service providers, the 

evaluation is conducted by experts for these three SPs. The Microsoft Azure gets the highest 

score amongst all with 44pts followed by Google Cloud Platform with 37pts and Amazon AWS 

with 37pts in the governance domain. 

5.2.1.4 Reliability Viewpoint 

 

Table 42 - Fine-tuned Order of Reliability 

 Reliability 

Microsoft Azure 54pts 

Amazon AWS 45pts 

Google Cloud Platform 38pts 

 

In the Reliability domain, the results of the evaluation are; Microsoft Azure scored 54pts and 

got the highest point among other service providers. Followed by Amazon AWS with 45pts and 

Google Cloud Platform with 38pts. 

5.2.1.5 Interoperability Viewpoint 

 

Table 43 - Fine-tuned Order of Interoperability 

 Interoperability 

Microsoft Azure 53pts 

Google Cloud Platform 52pts 
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Unlike other domains, survey data were sufficient for only two service providers, the evaluation 

is conducted by experts for these two service providers. The scores are close to each other. 

Microsoft Azure gets the highest between two SPs and Google Cloud Platform gets 52pts. 

5.2.1.6 Conformation Viewpoint 

 

Table 44 - Fine-tuned Order of Conformation 

 Conformation 

Google Cloud Platform 58pts 

Microsoft Azure 58pts 

Amazon AWS 58pts 

 

In the Table 33, the rank of Conformation domain is shown. It is interestingly enough that all 

the cloud service providers get the same points in the Conformation domain evaluation. 

5.2.2 Expert Opinions Rank 

Previously, the conducted survey was separated randomly into two parts. The first part is used 

for the fine-tuning of the scale’s initial weights, and the second part of the survey is used for 

the expert opinions. The expert opinion ranking of the service providers are shown in the 

following tables. In the following tables, the points of the cloud service providers and the ratio 

of percentage change in comparison with the fine-tuned scale are shown. 

5.2.2.1 Governance Viewpoint 

 

Table 45 - Order of Governance After Expert Opinions 

 Governance Ratio of Percentage Change 

Microsoft Azure 50pts 0,14 

Amazon AWS 48pts -0,04 

Google Cloud Platform 42pts 0,02 

 

In the governance domain, Google and Microsoft changed places after the expert opinions 

calculation with respect to the fine-tuned version of the scale for the Governance domain. The 
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accuracy ratios over the adjusted version (see table 28) of the scale is %86, %96 and %98 in 

order.  

5.2.2.2 Security Viewpoint 

 

Table 46 - Order of Security After Expert Opinions 

 Security Ratio of Percentage Change 

Microsoft Azure 54pts 0,09 

Amazon AWS 53pts -0,11 

Google Cloud Platform 46pts -0,11 

 

For the security domain, all the CSPs switched places in the ranking by comparison with same 

domain in the fine-tuned scale. But the accuracy ratio is not any higher than %11. The new 

order become as Microsoft, Amazon and Google over the adjusted version (see table 29) and 

the accuracy is %91, %89 and %89 respectively.  

5.2.2.3 Reputation Viewpoint 

 

Table 47 - Order of Reputation After Expert Opinions 

 Reputation Ratio of Percentage Change 

Microsoft Azure 45pts 0,02 

Google Cloud Platform 41pts 0,1 

Amazon AWS 40pts 0,08 

 

Even though the scores are changed, the ranking stayed same in the reputation domain in 

comparison with the adjusted version of the domain (see table 30). The ratio of change on the 

scores is %2, %10 and %8 in order of the ranking. 
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5.2.2.4 Reliability Viewpoint 

 

Table 48 - Order of Reliability After Expert Opinions 

 Reliability Ratio of Percentage Change 

Microsoft Azure 55pts 0,02 

Amazon AWS 46pts 0,02 

Google Cloud Platform 43pts 0,12 

 

Similar with the reputation calculation, in the reliability domain, the rank remains unchanged 

but the scores changed compared with the tuned version of the same domain (see table 31). The 

ratio of change of the domain is %9, % 2 and %12 respectively. 

5.2.2.5 Interoperability Viewpoint 

 

Table 49 - Order of Interoperability After Expert Opinions 

 Interoperability Ratio of Percentage Change 

Microsoft Azure 51pts -0,04 

Google Cloud Platform 50pts -0,04 

 

The interoperability domain ranking is done over two cloud service providers because of 

insufficient data. The rank stayed unchanged over the tuned version (see table 32) and the 

accuracy of the score is %96 on both of the CSP evaluation. 

5.2.2.6 Conformation Viewpoint 

 

Table 50 - Orderof Conformation After Expert Opinions 

 Conformation Ratio of Percentage Change 

Microsoft Azure 58pts 0 

Google Cloud Platform 58pts 0 

Amazon AWS 58pts 0 
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In the conformation domain, because of the nature of the metrics on the domain the scale 

portrayed %100 accuracy on both rank and score with no alterations over the same domain (see 

table 33).  

The accuracy in the some results may seem artificial. Because of the used sample data which is 

gathered from survey by dividing them in half randomly, low level variance in data (data 

monotony) is observed. This resulted as overlaps on the evaluation results. 

The accuracy is calculated as based on expert opinion results, the result is compared with the 

fine tune version. The mean value of difference percentage between the expert opinion results 

and the fine-tuned results revealed, on this respect, the accuracy percentages are calculated. 

All in all, the scale performed at the specified accuracy; 

- In the governance viewpoint, the scale performed with %93 

- In the security viewpoint, the scale performed with %90 

- In the reputation viewpoint, the scale performed with %93 

- In the reliability viewpoint, the scale performed with %95 

- In the interoperability viewpoint, the scale performed with %97 

- In the conformation viewpoint, the scale performed with %100 

Trust evaluation scale gave accuracy results with the success rates over %95.  
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 CHAPTER VI 

DISCUSSION 

 

Our parameters are gathered together via provable and immutable facts under six preponderant 

domains. These parameters are obtained by literature survey and from conducted survey and 

with the separated set of data that is gathered and divided randomly from the survey, the method 

is fine-tuned to have approximation to the expert opinions. The method suggests a scale as 

solution to the trust issue on the cloud environment offered by cloud service providers. 

If we look at the study done by Bendale, & Shah, [37], policy based trust on user level is 

examined and a procedure is proposed to evaluate the user level trust in cloud computing. Only 

policy based trust is studied and some parameters are used to create policies. The parameters 

are:  

Table 51 - Policy based trust evaluation [37] 

Sr. No Parameters Description 

1 O Other User 

2 Pr Private WS 

3 Pb Public WS 

4 Fl File 

5 Fd Folder 

6 DA Data 

7 M Modify 

8 C Create 

9 D Delete 

 

A policy system is defined and a user categorization based on the trust levels in the following 

table. A method for user level trust worthiness is aimed by user behavior data. 
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In contrast with this study, the study done by Bendale, & Shah, [37] examines only policy 

violation based trust evaluation. Our study also includes policy usage and violations checks, in 

the mentioned study, only checkpoints are the policy violations. The study [37] proposes a 

method depending on the policy violation logs and assigns value to each policy violation then 

calculates a value. According to the value a predetermined meaning (trust levels) are used for 

evaluation trust. In our study, the usage of immutable and provable facts based trust evaluation 

by using metrics is adopted, checking policy violations are only a part of the developed scale. 

The weights and assigned values of the metrics are used in our study to evaluate trust. 

 

Table 52 - Categorization of user trust Level [37] 

Level Value Meaning Description 

L0 -5 Distrust 
Completely 

Untrustworthy 

L1 

0 ≤ 

Value< 

2.5 

High 

Distrust 

Lowest Possible 

Trust 

L2 
2.5 ≤ 

Value<5 
Low Trust 

Not Very Trust 

Worthy 

L3 

5 ≤ 

Value<7

.5 

Medium 

Trust 

Mean 

Trustworthiness 

L4 

7.5 ≤ 

Value<1

0 

 

High Trust 

 

More Trustworthy 

L5 10 Complete 
Completely 

Trustworthy user 

 
 

In [38] a study by Liao et. al. an evaluation model for cloud service credibility is examined. 

Trust evidences are taken as a basis to for the source of the trust and a trust evidence space is 

presented. The trust evidences used in this study are: 

- User rating, service operation monitoring and service certification. 
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Figure 14 - Trust evidence space [38] 

 

A ranking methodology is proposed based on the evidences and a calculation method is 

presented. But this calculation includes only previously mentioned trust evidences. 

In comparison with our study, the study by Liao et. al., used user rating, service operation 

monitoring and service certification as parameters to evaluate trust and used these parameters 

to develop a ranking methodology. In our study, we utilized over ninety facts based, provable 

metrics in a scale to evaluate trust of cloud service providers. In the mentioned study by Liao 

et. al., the credibility of cloud services is evaluated, which is often enunciable as reliability, 

contrary to this, in our study, reliability  is one of our evaluation viewpoints to evaluate trust. 

In [39] Alabool, & Mahmood, studied a method to improve the trust level on Infrastructure as 

a services. The study used a fuzzy numbers assigned to designate a weight to the variables to 

improve the trust. This method logically close to this thesis’ solution propose to the trust issue 

but the study done by Alabool, and Mahmood, covers only IaaS and aims to improve the trust 

level not to evaluate the trust.  

This [39] method uses fuzzy numbers assigned as weights and calculated depending on these 

numbers and only utilizes on the IaaS environment. In our study, IaaS is one of the metrics of 

the scale for the evaluation of the trust and additionally, in the study [39] in contrast with our 

study, it is aimed to improve the trust level in this study. 

Aznoli, and Navimipour, [40] studied a cloud services recommendation by thoroughly 

reviewing the literature and publications. This examination includes researches about some 

knowledge-based and hybrid methods and compares most important advantages and 

disadvantages (according to their research) of the cloud based services. These included 
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comparisons and scanned many publication information peradventures the importance of the 

trust on cloud services. 

The study by Aznoli, and Navimipour, [40] covers many studies in the literature about trust on 

cloud services and concludes the importance of trust on cloud services. In this thesis, we aimed 

to propose an evaluated method of trust to cloud service providers. The study [40] is mainly 

aimed to compare and contrast the literature in terms of the trust on cloud services by scaning 

the literature. In this thesis, it is a method is developed and justified for the evaluation of the 

trust issue on cloud computing environment by developing a scale that consists of evaluation 

points as metrics. 

In the study done by Singh, and Sidhu, [41] the writers aimed to address the problem of 

determining trustworthiness of cloud service providers in a cloud environment. In the study, 

they defined the trustworthiness as a degree of compliance a cloud service provider to the agreed 

quantitative QoS parameters that are defined in the service level agreements. The quality of 

service parameters are: availability, reliability, response time, stability, flexibility, 

scalability/elasticity, usability, accuracy, transparency, interoperability. By taking these 

parameters, a monitoring system is proposed and an evaluation method is proposed in multi-

dimension compliance-based trust evaluation system. 

In this thesis, in contrast with the study [41], it is aimed to develop a comprehensive method 

for the solution of the trust issue on the cloud environment, a scale developed with metrics that 

are based on provable facts. The study by [41] solely covers the QoS parameters that are defined 

as availability, reliability, response time, stability, flexibility, scalability/elasticity, usability, 

accuracy, transparency, interoperability. Some of these defined parameters are pairs off with 

our study. But they [41] propose a monitoring system as the evaluation method for trust, but in 

our study, logs, policies, provable facts and many other metrics are used to calculate a trust 

value of the cloud service providers. 

In [28] the study done by Wu et al., a trust evaluation model is proposed and based on the D-S 

evidence theory and sliding windows for cloud computing. The evaluation model consists of 

the timeliness of interaction and sliding window, direct trust, and reputation. But gives 

importance to the supporting system security and the experiment aims to evaluate both the trust 

of CSPs and CUs. 
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In contrast with this study, Wu et al., proposed a model based on Dempster-Shafer (D-

S) evidence theory (a theory to express the uncertainty of practical problems within the 

probability range) and sliding window covering the negative, positive and uncertain 

interactions. In the study they mainly aimed the security point-of-view. In our study, it is mainly 

aimed to evaluate the trust in multi-aspect (seven viewpoints) and a scale is developed with 

aggregate of provable and immutable metrics that outcomes a calculated trust result to CUs. 

Similar to our study, this study [28] uses evidences but sliding window method is implemented 

so that it does not used evidences out of this windowed time. Our study aimed to use logs of 

the system mainly or publicly available information. 
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 CHAPTER VII 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 

In this thesis, background information about cloud computing is provided with some technical 

approaches and definitions in the literature types and characteristics and information for trust 

in the cloud computing environment with different trust definitions and trust characteristics, 

types and a few number of evaluation approaches are examined. Additionally, a number of 

studies are reviewed that are in the literature to obtain a current and parallel understanding with 

the regulations and standards in the cloud computing environment. To constitute the 

understanding by taking trust into consideration, it is aimed to address these research questions 

“What are the possible technical metrics to evaluate the trust issue on cloud computing?” and 

to see the possibility of the “Evaluation of cloud service providers that do not lead to mistrust 

on CUs.”  

By taking our research as basis, none of the existing approaches fulfill our research question 

and offer a technical approach to evaluate trust in cloud computing environment. Although in 

literature technical based approaches offer elimination of security concerns of cloud computing, 

trust is a whole different aspect on cloud computing environment to fulfill CU’s desires. It is a 

fact that trust is a mental state that cannot be directly measured. Therefore, in order to get a 

common measurement framework, we propose a user-trust-evaluation scale with observable 

and provable fact based measurement for cloud computing environments.  

In development of the trust-scale, we faced many challenges, such as determining the metrics 

which are mostly concerned by CUs and there is not a standard or regulation that covers all the 

services of cloud computing in all aspects and there is no standardization on all the CSPs aspect. 

The trending interoperability and wide range of CSPs to choose makes these challenges more 

noticeable. Since the measurement of trust in cloud computing is an impossible task to achieve, 

in this thesis, we aimed to develop a method to evaluate the trust on cloud service providers. 

Until reaching to that point, trust definitions, properties and types of trust are taken into 

consideration to support the trust models of cloud computing for evaluation. Cloud computing 
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is a big market in globally in various businesses. Covering an extensive, widely addressed 

solution is also important for the trust issue in cloud computing. Hence, a method is developed 

for trust evaluation in CCE to overcome trustworthiness issue with provable metrics. 

Six main domains are determined and under these domains, interrelated number of sustaining 

subdomains and complementary options that are titles and subtitles are gathered. By using six 

domains, the method has become able to fulfill six different aspects of CU’s needs in terms of 

governance, security, reputation, reliability, interoperability and conformation. This evaluation 

scale gives results to CUs as points of trustworthiness of a CSP. With the conducted survey, 

initial tuning and fine-tuning is applied to the evaluation scale to give results as closer as 

possible to the expert points-of-view in terms of trust. 

 The scale developed in this thesis shows that there is a difference of %5 between the expert 

opinion results and the fine-tuned results within the scope of the thesis study and based on the 

conducted survey’s results.  The resulting difference value indicates that there is sufficient 

accuracy to use the scale.  

Future work is identified as the following: 

- Even though the participants of the survey are interested in the study, the survey is 

conducted in a limited dataset because finding a diversity of people to conduct a survey 

is a hard task to accomplish, but with more time and more contacts and using paid online 

services to conduct a survey, can be gathered more quantitative data to fine-tune the 

scale. 

- By contacting and testing with more number of CSPs, the metrics would become 

accurate. 

- Collecting data from CSPs is a hard work to accomplish. By gathering more accurate 

informative data from the CSPs, the scale would become more reliable. 

- Because of the complexity of the cloud environment, cloud services and diversity of the 

CSPs more factors and domains may be considered in the future. 
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APPENDIX  

SURVEY 

The survey that is conducted to gather the expert opinions is presented. 

 
 

 
 

Google 
Apple Amazon Microsoft 

 
  

 

 

Dropbox 
Adobe Echosign Salesforce Cisco 

 
  

 

Successfactor 
Github Facebook  

 

1. Please order the most trusted cloud service providers by priority of descending order. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 
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2. Please order the least cloud service providers by priority of descending order. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

 

3. Please prioritize the features of the cloud services by giving numbers 1 to 6 as most 

important one is 1. 

 __Governance     __Interoperability 

__Security      __Adaptability 

__Reputation      __Reliability 

 

4. Please write down the must have services of the cloud services in your point-of-view. 

(Crypto, XaaS, Backup, etc.) 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

 

5. Please write down the reasons of the trust and the mistrust of the cloud service 

providers that you wrote on the 1st and the 2nd questions. 

Reasons to Trust_________________________________________________ 

Reasons to Mistrust ______________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 


